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ABSTRACT 

The thesis is concerned with obtaining a suboptimal 

solution to the stochastic control problem. Simply stated 

this problem is: how to control a plant with unknown 

inputs on the basis of only imperfect information of the 

system state to minimize a performance index. A common 

approach is to separate the estimation problem from the 

control problem and to solve each separately. The result 

of this separation procedure is, in general) suboptimal. 

In this thesis a different suboptimal method is 

offered where the estimation and control is performed in 

one operation. There are two advantages of this method 

over the previous one. First, the resulting control is 

specified by the integration of only half as many differen

tial equations. Second, since control and estimation are 

performed in one operation the control is dependent on 

estimation; this means that the control tends to drive the 

state of the plant towards its goal along a path where 

estimation is good and avoids regions where estimation is 

poor. This is in contrast to the approach above where the 

control is independent of estimation and may drive the 

state into regions which are poor for estimation purposes. 

In the final chapter these two approaches are 

applied to the noisy differential game problem; i.e., where 

xiii 
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the states of the players are imperfectly known. It is 

shown that the solution to an n person differential game 

with imperfect information is equivalent to solving n 

different stochastic control problems--each player is 

concerned with the solution to one of the problems. The 

two methods are illustrated by numerous examples which were 

simulated on the digital computer. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

A common assumption in the development of control 

theory is that the state variables of the system may be 

measured exactly and that all inputs to the system are 

known (2, 20). On the basis of this exact knowledge, the 

control engineer feeds back a control signal which mini

mizes or maximizes some chosen criterion. Unfortunately 

the measurements of the system state variables are 

generally not noiseless and may even be corrupted beyond 

recognition. Also there may be inputs to the system which 

are unknown. In these cases the previous theory yields 

suboptimal results. If, however, the noise affecting the 

system and measurements is taken into account, then the 

problem becomes a stochastic estimation and control 

problem, the subject of this thesis. 

The definition of the stochastic estimation and 

control problem is identical to that of the combined 

optimal control and estimation problem considered by 

Meier (l6). A flow chart of the problem is given in Fig. 

1-1. The vectors v and u are noise. In this problem a 

plant is given and noisy measurements, y, of the state x 

1 
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1 ^ 

PLANT 

g. 1-1.—Block Diagram of the Stochastic Control Problem 
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are available* It is desired to determine a control w to 

the plant such that the performance of the system is 

optimized. In this thesis the system performance is judged 

by an integral performance index. 

The solution to the stochastic estimation and 

control problem has been formulated mathematically in the 

form of recursion equations (l6). Unfortunately these 

results are unusable in the practical situation unless the 

feedback control is discrete and of low dimension or if the 

system and the measurements are linear and the performance 

index is a quadratic form. In the latter case the recur

sion equations become equivalent to Kalman1s results (9* 

10, 12, 13, 21). Kalman has shown in his famous separation 

theorem that the stochastic problem or the combined estima

tion and control problem can be solved optimally by 

separating the control portion of the problem from the 

estimation. In effect two problems are solved; first the 

optimal controller is found under the assumption that all 

states of the system are exactly known, then the optimal 

on-line estimator is developed with the assumption that the 

noise is white and gaussian 21). This estimator, 

either the discrete form or the continuous form, is often 

referred to as the Kalman filter. The optimal feedback 

control is found by using the Kalman filter to estimate the 

state and then by operating on these estimates with the 

controller as if they were the actual state. The 



separation of the control from the estimation is optimum 

when the system and measurements are linear, the perform

ance indices quadratic, and when the noise is white and 

gaussian. 

The separation scheme is often used when the 

previous conditions do not hold. In this case the pro

cedure is almost always suboptimal. When the measurements 

are nonlinear or the noise is not white and gaussian, then 

the estimation may be performed by the invariant imbedding 

estimator (l, 3» 5i 18). The invariant imbedding 

estimator is suboptimal because it uses only knowledge of 

the variance and mean of the noise. Any additional 

information about the noise is ignored. In addition the 

estimator is suboptimal in the nonlinear case because it 

is  r e a l l y  a  li n e a r  a p p r o x i m a t i o n  t o  t h e  s o l u t i o n  o f  t h e  

invariant imbedding equations. 

When the system and measurements become linear then 

the invariant imbedding estimator which is developed in 

this thesis takes a form identical to the Kalman filter. 

Notice that this is not true for the estimator derived by 

Detchmendy (k) because no knowledge of the noise is assumed 

in his derivation. If, however, the variance and mean is 

assumed known, then the above statement is true. In this 

thesis the invariant imbedding estimator is derived with 

the variance and mean given. 
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For linear systems it is possible to find a closed-

loop optimum control for perfect information. However the 

closed-loop solution for nonlinear systems is difficult if 

not impossible to obtain and may be impractical to use. A 

suboptimal closed-loop controller for nonlinear systems is 

developed in this thesis in Chapter 3* Thus the separated 

procedure consists in general of an invariant imbedding 

estimator and a closed loop controller. The process is 

suboptimal except under the conditions noted. 

The main contribution of this thesis which is 

contained in Chapter 4 is the development of a new sub-

optimal procedure to solve the stochastic estimation and 

control problem. In this procedure the estimation and 

control is performed in one operation. As a result the 

procedure is much easier to implement, in terms of computa

tional requirements. The new procedure (referred to in the 

thesis as the combined stochastic controller) is described 

by approximately half as many differential equations as 

the separated procedure (referred to as the separated 

stochastic controller). In addition, the control which is 

developed depends on the estimation process; i.e., the 

control attempts to improve estimation as well as to 

achieve the basic objective of minimizing (or maximizing) 

the performance index. 

In the fifth chapter the combined stochastic 

controller and the separated stochastic controller are used 



to solve the differential game problem with imperfect 

information. Rufus Isaacs in his book, "Differential 

Games," has covered the problem for perfect information in 

depth (8). To the author's knowledge however, this thesis 

is the first to consider the game with noise. As shall be 

seen, the solution to an n person differential game with 

imperfect noise is equivalent to solving n combined 

estimation and control problems; each player is concerned 

with the solution to one of these problems. The applica

tion of the combined and separated stochastic controllers 

to problems of this nature is investigated. 

1.2 Organization of the Thesis 

The thesis is composed of six chapters. The first 

chapter is the introduction. In the next two chapters, 

Chapters 2 and 3» the necessary tools for the separated 

stochastic controller are developed. Chapter 2 is con

cerned with on-line estimation. Here the invariant 

imbedding estimator is developed using Pontryagin's maximum 

principle (17) and the principle of invariant imbedding 

(l). Most discussions of the invariant imbedding estimator 

end once the equations are obtained. However, to gain some 

insight into the estimator, a spatial explanation of its 

operation is offered. Finally the invariant imbedding 

estimator is applied to a plant identification problem (6) 

and an adaptive control problem (ll). 
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Chapter 3 is concerned with developing the closed-

loop controller for the separated stochastic controller. 

Here the system is treated as being completely determinis

tic (noiseless). The objective is to find a closed-loop 

controller which minimizes an integral performance index. 

The problem is solved using Pontryagin's maximum (minimum) 

principle* the result being a two-point boundary value 

problem. When the system is linear and the performance 

index is the integral of a quadratic form then the solution 

is readily found and the control is closed-loop. Otherwise 

the solution is very difficult to find and then it may be 

open loop. Therefore a suboptimal closed-loop control is 

developed which may be used for nonlinear systems. The 

control is found by using the principle of invariant 

imbedding. A spatial argument is again used to give a 

geometric interpretation of the controller. The chapter is 

concluded with some examples which compare the optimal and 

suboptimal controls for linear systems. 

Chapter 4 is concerned with the combined estimation 

and control problem or the stochastic estimation and control 

problem. Here the combined stochastic controller is 

developed from Pontryagin's maximum principle and the 

principle of invariant imbedding. The operation of the 

stochastic controller is then investigated from a geometric 

point of view. Finally the separated and combined stochas

tic controllers are compared for numerous examples. 



In Chapter 5 the combined and separated stochastic 

controllers are applied to the differential game with 

imperfect information. The combined stochastic controller 

is shown to be applicable only to games where the players 

are cooperative. Some interesting examples illustrate the 

two stochastic controllers. 

Chapter 6 is a summary of the important results of 

the thesis. Also some suggestions for future work are 

offered. The thesis is concluded with the appendices which 

contain the Fortran listing and flow chart of the progrsun 

used to solve the rendezvous problem with the combined 

stochastic controller. 

1.3 Notation 

In this thesis vectors are indicated by a lower 

case letter with a wavy underscore, such as c. Matrices 

are given by an upper case letter with a wavey underscore, 

T 
such as A. The transpose of A is A . Upper and lower case 

letters which are not underscored represent scalar quanti

ties. 

Exceptions to the above occur for derivatives with 

respect to a vector. For instance, c is row vector while 
* x 

c is a scalar. 



The derivative of a column vector is a matrix. Notice that 

T 
the transpose of c is c , a column vector. The derivative 

of this column vector is 

<cT) = 
X X 

c c • • • c 
X. X- X.X. X- X 11 12 In 

c c 
X2X1 X2X2 

X-X 2 n 

; c . . . c 
X X ,  X  X n  X X  
n 1 n 2 n n 

T T 
Usually (c

x)x is written as cxx with the parentheses under

stood . 



CHAPTER 2 

ON-LINE ESTIMATION 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter is concerned with the estimation of 

the state of some given plant. In this problem the differ-
t 

ential equations describing the plant are given and noisy 

measurements on the state are available. On the basis of 

this information it is desired to find an estimate of the 

system state. 

A variety of methods has been developed to solve 

this problem; quasilinearization, auto-correlation and 

crosscorrelation techniques, Kalman filters, invariant 

imbedding filters. These methods can be separated into two 

general categories, on-line estimation _and off-line estima

tion. On-line estimation techniques give a continuous up

dating of the estimate of the system state as the plant is 

running, while off-line methods can be applied only after 

the plant has finished its run and all the information has 

been collected. In this case the estimate gives a picture 

of the state variation during the entire run. Obviously if 

one wishes to control the plant during its operation, then 

off-line techniques are unsuitable. 

10 
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Since the rest of the thesis is concerned with 

combined estimation and control, the discussion in this 

chapter is limited to an on-line procedure, the invariant 

imbedding estimator (l, 3? 5i 18). The invariant 

imbedding estimator is similar to the Kalman filter except 

that it is also applicable for nonlinear systems and 

measurements. The invariant imbedding estimator is, in 

general, a suboptimal procedure because it depends only on 

the variance and mean of the corrupting noise--it does not 

utilize any additional information that might be available. 

It is also suboptimal in the case of a nonlinear system or 

nonlinear measurements because the estimator is actually a 

linear approximation to the solution of the invariant 

imbedding equations. In the case of linear measurements on 

a linear system the invariant imbedding estimator may be 

made identical to the Kalman filter. Then the invariant 

imbedding estimator is optimal if the noise is gaussian and 

white. 

The entire chapter is a detailed investigation of 

the invariant imbedding estimator. First, the estimator is 

developed using the maximum principle of Pontryagin and 

invariant imbedding. Since the resulting equations give 

little insight into the estimation process, an intuitive 

discussion explaining the estimator operation follows. 

Next the invariant imbedding estimator is compared to the 

Kalman filter and conditions for agreement are discussed 
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(9i 10, 21). The chapter concludes with some estimation 

examples—a plant identification problem and an adaptive 

control system--which are simulated on a digital computer. 

2.2 Development of the Invariant Imbedding Estimator 

In this section a nonlinear filter is developed 

which estimates the state of a system in real time. It is 

assumed that noisy measurements on the state variables are 

available. On the basis of these measurements the objec

tive is to determine, in some manner, the actual state of 

the system. 

The method of attack used here is to minimize the 

unknowns (noise) via the maximum principle (17)- This 

procedure results in a two-point boundary value problem. 

Because oC the sequential nature of the problem the 

particular problem is imbedded into a general class of 

problems. After a series expansion the invariant imbedding 

estimator is obtained. 

Before beginning the development, it is necessary 

to make some assumptions about the plant and the noise. 

First it is assumed that a mathematical model of the system 

(linear or nonlinear) is available in the form of ordinary 

differential equations and that all parameters are known. 

The latter condition is met by defining all unknown 

parameters as additional state variables. Second it is 

necessary that some knowledge of the noise corrupting the 



measurements and driving the system be available. Notice 

that it is possible to derive an invariant imbedding 

estimator with no assumptions about the statistical 

properties of the noise (4). However if some assumptions 

about the noise are made, then the invariant imbedding 

which results, is more readily compared with the Kalman 

filter; i.e., they have the same form under certain condi

tions. Specifically it is assumed that the variance of the 

noise and its mean is known. Notice that this requirement 

is less strict than the conditions used in developing the 

Kalman filter for linear systems. In the latter case the 

noise is also specified to be gaussian and white. The 

conditions of gaussian noise cannot always be justified, 

particularly when the noise considered contains some 

intelligent waveform driving the system of which the 

observer is totally unaware (notice that the definition of 

noise here is any signal which is unknown except as to 

variance and mean). 

The state of system is described by n first order 

differential equations 

( 2 - 2 - 1 )  
x = ^(x,t) + u (noise) 

where x is the n by 1 state vector of the system and 

a(jx,t) is some known function of x and time, and u. is the 

noise driving the system. The information about u is 



I k  

E  [ » s T j  *  s " 1  

E [ji ] •° 

Here the mean is assumed zero. Non-zero means are treated 

by considering the input to the system as consisting of 

zero mean noise plus a constant driving term equal to the 

mean of the actual noise. 

The measurements on the state variables of the 

system are given by 

y = c(x) + v (noise) 

Here the dimension of y is m by 1 where m may be equal or 

less than n, the dimension of x. The vector c(x) is a 

known function of x. Further, it is known that 

E 

and E 

U--'l -i" 

Non-zero mean noise is treated as above. Given this 

information, the problem is to find a means of estimating 

the actual state of the system. 

Suppose that y has been observed for T seconds, 

from t a o to t - T. On the basis of this information, 

what is the best estimate of x(T)? The estimate of x(T) is 
***** 0*̂  

found by a least squares criterion (4k, 5)» First the 

residual error terms, ̂ e^ and ̂ e^ are defined by 



&2 = X ~ 

where x is a guess of 3§ from 0 to T. If x(t) is equal to 

the actual state x(t) then e_ is zero for 0 •«= t «= T, 

providing the measurement noise is zero. Also is zero 

for 0 « t «= T if the input noise is zero. When the noise 

is not zero then the estimate of x(T) is found by minimizing 

the functional I with respect to x(t), 0 < t < T. 

T 

1 - /i/2UX*i • 4M2]dt 
0 

In other words the best estimate of x(T) is found by 

minimizing an integral of the weighted squares of the 

residual error, over the observation time, 0 to T. The 

trajectory of 3c(t) which minimizes I is designated ap jfc(t). 

The value of x(t) at t = T is then the best estimate of 

x(T ) in a least squares sense. 

The weighting terms and are chosen to 

correspond to the inverses of the variances of the input 

and measurement noises. When the input noise is large and 

R ^ is large, then little weighting should be placed on 

minimizing e^ . But when the input noise is small and R~^ 

is small, then much effort should be put into making the 

residual error e. small. Thus K, is made equal to R to 
^ | ^ | ^ 

give the correct weighting on e^. Likewise Kis chosen 
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equal to jS, the inverse of the variance of the measurement 

noise. Notice that this requires that jS"**" and be non-

singular . 

The function I may be rewritten, by substituting 

for the actual expressions of and e^, as 

T 

I = J l/2[(X-_a (x, t) ) TJR( x-a (x, t ) ) + ) )T^ (y-c (x) )] dt 

0 

or T 

I s J" 3-[jy.TjRia.+ (y-jc(x) )TJ (y-c(x) )] dt 

0 

In the latter formulation the best estimate of x(T) may be 

found by minimizing I with respect to u, subject to the 

constraint that 

x = a (x, t ) + u 

This problem is readily solved by defining a 

Pontryagin state function, H, and using Pontryagin's 

principle (17)• The state function is defined as 

H = 1/2 uTRu + 1/2(y-c(x))^S(y-c(x)) + A^(a(x,t)+u) 

The problem now is to find the u which minimizes H. The 
(V 

optimum value of u, u°, is found by taking the derivative 

of H with respect to u and setting the result equal to 

zero. 



The optimal value of H is now H° with u° replacing ju. 

H° =-L/2^TR"1^ + 1/2(^-C(X))TS(^-C(X)) +^TaCx,t) 

where & is now the optimal estimate of x. The differential 

equations for £ and ̂  are 

T 
x = H? = a (x, t ) - R 

A '~ 

T 
X ="HA = CA§(y-c(5)) - a^A 
A. X ~X~ J& ~ ~ •""X£> ^ /V ^ 

The solutions for x and A. must satisfy the boundary condi-

tions = £ and = 5* ^he ak°ve equations can now 

be solved after much work for the estimate of x(T), if a 
***** ' 

record or y(t) has been kept for the observation period of <V 

0 to T. 

If another estimate of x is desired, say at 

t = T + AT, then a similar two-point boundary problem must 

be solved again. In fact an on-line estimation of x(t) 

requires the solving ®f an infinite number of such two-

point boundary value problems. The similarity of these 

problems and their sequential nature suggests the use of 

the principle of invariant imbedding. 

The problem which is similar to all the two-point 

boundary value problems is the general problem 
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T 
* = «° (2-2-2) 

X • -"s ( 2 - 2 - 3 )  

with the boundary conditions ̂ _(0) = 0, and ̂ (T) a e,, where 

X and e are unspecified. Solving this problem results in a 

value for x(7'). The interest is in how x(T) changes as the 

end conditions on ̂  change. Once this is known and an 
"•V* 

initial value x(0) is given, then T is allowed to change as 

t, resulting in an on-line estimation procedure. There is 

no need to solve any two-point boundary value problem at 

all. 

The solution to this general problem, and therefore 

x<7*), is assumed to be known. The value of x(T) depends on 

both e and 7* and thus is defined as 

x(T) = r (e ,T) 

When e = 0 then x(T) becomes x(T): i.e., 

iCT) § r(2,f) 

It is now necessary to determine how x(T) changes for a 

change in T and 

For a small change in terminal time by^T and a 

change in the end condition by Ae then 

x (T+&T ) = r ( e+Ae ,7" +aT ) 
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The right hand side is expanded about je, and 7~ and higher 

order terms are dropped since Aje and are small* 

r (e+&e ,T+A7*) (je ) +ry (jb J")£T +r&(e ,T)&£. 

or 

r (e+Ae ,f ) -r (e ,T) = ̂  ( e ,7")&T+£e ( e ,7">Ae 

From (2-2-3) * Aj® is replaced by 

T 
A h2 (e,r (e,f),TMf 

and from (2-2-2) the left hand side is replaced by 

T 
_r (^e+&e ,7" +^7*) - r(jeSf) (e ,^r (je ,7*) it W 

Substituting for these expressions, the following relation

ship is obtained 

<e,r(e,7") ,7") = r^(e,7") + ,r;e ( e ,7") ( -H^ ( e ,r (e ,7") ,r) ) 

The main interest is in two-point boundary problems which 

have the end condition js = jO. Thus jrie^T) is expanded 

about jb as, 0 in a Taylor series expansion to give 

r(e,7")-~r(0,7") + P( T ) e  » £ (7*) + P( T i e  
+»+ «V  ̂ I**  ̂

where P( T )  is an n by n matrix. Notice that the higher 

order terms have been dropped so that the result is a 

linear approximation to the nonlinear expression. The 

above expression then becomes upon the substitution for 

r (e ,7*) , /V 7 7 
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H° (e,a(n+pirie.r) = B<7"'*i(r)s-p<r)H| (e,a<r>+p(r)j3,r> 

~ T T 
This becomes, upon expanding H? and HA about x(7") and 

A X -<w 

dropping higher order terms 

T T ^ 
£ { T ) + P i T )e-P{ T )  \ h %  , T )P< T ) e  (  

~ (.is — 22 ~ — —j 

= H°T(e,x(flf) +H°^(e,x(f) ,r)P(f)e (2-2-4) 

The next step is to substitute in the actual expressions 

for the derivatives of H° (je,£(T) iT) • As seen previously 

these are 

H° (e,a(p,r) = abcCn.T) - r's 
/-V 

T 
HA (e,SL(T),T) = -c^S(y-c (x(T'))) + a*(x(T),T)e 
X ~ ~ X X *»• ~ x ~ 

<,(e,i(r),r) = a^(x^(D,D 

A~ -
X 1 

H^(e,^(T),r) = -|"_C^S (y-jc (x(T)))J ^ + a^/» (3 (T) ,T)je 
~ «- I — J X • M 

If these expressions are substituted into (2-2-*0 and terms 

with like powers of je are separated (higher order terms of 

jb are dropped), then the following equations result. 

x(T) = a(x(T) ,T)-P(T)c|§(y-c(x(T) ) ) 

P(T) = P(T)aA + aAP(T)-P(T)[c|s(y-c(x(T))) 
~ L ~ ~ -J 

P(T)-R_;L 

ar ~ 
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These two matrix equations determine the change in 

£(7") as the terminal time changes (as it increases). Since 

the terminal time X changes as t (real time) it is replaced 

by t and the above equations are rewritten as 

aj = a(&,t) - (y-c (3) ) 

(2-2-5) 

P = Pali + a/P - P cTs (y-c (x) ) 
•N' X ~X^- ~ —x~ ~ ~ 

~ ~ I ~ 
P - R"1 

These two equations determine the invariant imbedding 

estimator as a function of the measurements y and a 
A/ 

continually increasing terminal time t. For an initial 

choice of x(0) and P(0) these differential equations are 

integrated forward in time to obtain the estimate x(t) of 

x(t). The equations for the invariant imbedding estimator 

are similar to the ones derived by Detchmendy (4). The 

only difference is that Eq. (2-2-5) contains the terms jS 

and R, ^ which depend on the noise. Detchmendy*s derivation 

makes no assumptions about the noise and therefore his 

equations lack these terms. 

Although (2-2-5) vras derived in a logical manner, 

any feeling for what is actually being accomplished has 

been lost in the mathematics. Section 2.3 attempts to 

place these equations on a more intuitive basis. 
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2.3 Intuitive Discussion of the Invariant Imbedding 
Estimator 

The estimator equations as they stand now in matrix 

form lend little to one's intuitive understanding. 

Although estimation is performed in some manner, it is not 

at all clear how this is done. In this section the opera

tion of the invariant imbedding estimator is discussed from 

a geometric point of view. The discussion is not intended 

to be rigorous and is included solely to give the reader a 

more intuitive understanding. 

The overall objective as formulated in the previous 

section was to minimize the performance index I, where I 

was given as 

T 

I = [  l / 2 [ u * R u  +  ( y - c ( x ) ) T S ( x ) ( y - c ( x ) ) 1 d t  

0 

by an optimal choice of u,, the unknown input to the system. 

Here y is the measurement of the system and x is the 

estimate of x, the state of the system. Stated another 

way, the objective is to find a u which minimizes 

T 

J" 1/2(y-c(x))TS(x)(y-c(x))dt 

0 

subject to the variance restrictions on u. This integrand 

expresses the weighted integral square error of the 

estimated measurement c(x), from the actual measurement y. 
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The weighting depends on the variance of the noise 

which is corrupting the measurement. When this noise is 

very small, then is large and the error (y-c(x)) is 

weighted heavily. Conversely, when the noise is large , 

then JS is small and little emphasis is placed on the error; 

expressing the lack of* confidence in y. The estimating 

filter then attempts to minimize the integrand 

— T — 
l/2(y-c(x)) S(y-c(x)) subject to the variance restriction 

on u. 

Notice that the integrand depends on n + m variables 

(y is an m by 1 vector and x is n by l). Therefore it can 

be regarded as representing a hypersurface in n + m + 1 

space. For convenience this surface is written as 

where 

B(x,y) = l/2(y-c(x))TS(y-c(x) ) 
(<v ^ 

The height of the surface above the x,y hyperplane at some 

point say x., y, expresses the error associated with that 

point, that estimate and measurement. This surface, 

although smooth, consists of hills and valleys--local 

maxima and minima. When a measurement y, is made and an 
~ 1  

initial estimate x, is given, then a particular point 

is specified on the surface, and at this point a 

gradient exists. The object of the estimator is to move 

this point to a minimum of B(x,y). 
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The measurement y is external information over 

which the estimator has no control. However the estimator 

does control x, the estimate. To accomplish the objective 

of minimizing B(x,y), the estimator drives x in the direc-

tion of a local minimum along which y is constant; i.e., 

since the estimator can not change y then the trajectory of 

x must be contained in the hyperplane K = y (K is the 

hyperplane). In other words the estimator is only con

cerned with the intersection of the hyperplane K = y with 

the hypersurface B(x,y). The estimator operating on this 

intersection (also a hypersurface) then drives the esti

mate x toward a local minimum. As new measurements are 

made y changes and the estimator operates along a new 

intersection. 

To clarify the remarks above consider the following 

first-order example. The plant is described by 

x = a(x,t) + u (noise) 

Any known inputs have been included in a(x,t); u contains 

anything unknown. The measurements on x are nonlinear and 

are given by 

y = c(x) + v (noise) 

The surface defined by the measurement process is 

B(x,y) = 1/2 (y-c (x)]Ps 
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in exactly the same manner as above. l/s is _the variance 

of the corrupting noise v. 

The shape of this three-dimensional surface is 

shown in Fig. 2-1. When y = c(x) then the surface is 

tangent to the x,y plane where it contains the line 

y = c(x). For a-constant value of x, say x^, or equiva-

lently when the surface is intersected by a plane which is 

perpendicular to the x axis at x^, then the surface appears 

as a parabola which is described mathematically by 

P(y) = l/2(y-c(xL))2s 

The centering of this parabola depends on the constant 

c(x^). Quite simply then, B(x,y) is described as being 

made up of many such parabolas centered on the line 

y = c(x). 

As mentioned previously, the estimator is really 

only concerned with the surface for a constant value of 

y, say y^, which is defined by a measurement. This portion 

of the surface is simply the intersection of B(x,y) and a 

plane perpendicular to the y axis at y^. In this first 

order case the intersection is a curve. Once this curve is 

defined, then the estimator drives x in a direction along 

the intersection toward a local minimum of B(x,y). 

In the general case it is very difficult to obtain 

an analytical expression for this intersection. In general 

it is some smooth curve containing a number of local maxima 



\ x y  = c(x) 
Fig. 2-1.—Surface of Estimation 10 
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and minima and an absolute minimum at = c(x). In the 

case of linear measurements, c(x) = cx, the curve is simply 

a parabola described by 

P(x) = l/2(y-cx)^s 

The shape of this parabola is independent of y^--only the 

centering of the parabola (the position of the minimum) 

depends on y^. In contrast for nonlinear measurements the 

shape as well as the position of the minimum depends on y^ . 

In the above discussion it has been stated a number 

of times that the estimator drives the estimate x towards a 

local minimum of B(x,y^). This is not obvious without 

examining the estimator equations in detail. Replacing 

- 2 — 
l/2(y-c(x)) s by B(x,y) in Eq. (2-2-5)i for the first order 

case these equations become 

£ = a(x,t) + B-(5£,y)p 

(2-3-1) 

P = 2pa-(x,t) + P"Bxx(*,y) " 1J* 

Here 3 is a particular point of the x axis--in this case it 

is termed the optimal choice of x. Evidently the estimator 

is concerned with only first and second derivatives of the 

curve of intersection at the point x (or alternatively, 

with the derivatives of B(x,y) holding y constant) rather 

than with the exact shape of this curve. This may be due 

to the fact that in the derivation of the filter equations 

a Taylor series expansion was made in which only the first 
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two terms were kept* Any information about the curve some 

distance away was consequently lost when the higher 

derivatives were discarded. 

Suppose now that B(x,y^) has the shape of Fig. 2-2. 

At the point ft the slope is positive. To minimize Bfxjy^) 

then ft must be made smaller--the driving term B-(ft,y)p must 

be negative. If p(0) is negative, then p(t) is always 

negative (since p = -1/r if p ever becomes zero thus keeping 

p negative) and the driving term has the correct sign. If, 

on the other hand, B-(x,y) was negative, indicating that x 

should be made larger to decrease B(x,y), the driving term 

becomes positive, forcing ft in the correct direction. 

The magnitude of this driving term depends on a 

number of factors. First of all it depends on the value of 

the slope of BCx^^) at x. If B-tftjy^) is large, B(ft,y^) 

is far from its local minimum, and the driving term tends 

to increase. Conversely if small> is 

near its local minimum or maximum, and the driving term 

tends to decrease. 

The value of p also determines the magnitude of the 

driving term, and p in turn depends on a number of factors. 

First of all p is influenced by this term is 

large and positive, indicating that a minimum is nearby 

(sometimes falsely, see Fig. 2-2 condition C), then |p| 

becomes smaller. If however B--(x,y) is large and nega-

tive, indicating that a maximum is nearby, then |p| becomes 



C (no minimum but 
changcs sign) 

B (local minimum) 

(absolute mlnimums) 
Fig. 2-2.—Curve of Estimation 
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larger (p is negative and it goes more negative). The 

latter occurrence tends to cancel out the decreasing of 

B-(x.y) near a local maximum. 
x 'J 

The variance of the noise driving the actual plant 

also has a great influence on the estimation procedure. 

When the noise is small, 1/r small, then the need for 

estimation decreases since the known plant dynamics 

dominate. This is reflected in |p| which becomes smaller 

as 1/r decreases. When the noise is large, 1/r large, then 

the need for estimation increases. In this case the driving 

term increases as |p| is larger. 

Finally the dynamics of the system play a role in 

the estimation process. First of all the total driving 

term on the estimate $ is biased by the term a(&,t). In 

addition the term 2pa-(x,t) appears in the p equation, 

affecting the magnitude of p. Sinc^ p is always negative 

this term tends to increase |p| as a-(5c,t) becomes increas

ingly positive. If the system is linearized about this 

value then it appears to be unstable. As a-($,t) goes 

increasingly negative (the system is more and more stable) 

then |p| tends to decrease. The effect is to place more 

emphasis on estimation as the system becomes unstable and 

less as it becomes stable. 

Summarizing the above paragraphs, the estimator 

equations act to drive the estimate x towards the nearest 

local minimum. The strength of this driving term depends 
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on the amount of error present (how high B($,y^) is above 

the local minimum), the need for estimation (the level of 

the input noise to the system), and finally on the charac

teristics of the system itself. 

The real advantage of looking at things from the 

surface point of view is that it is very easy to picture 

the operation of the invariant imbedding estimator. Things 

which previously were lost in the tangle of complex equa

tions now become more clear. For instance, it is now 

obvious when and why the invariant imbedding estimator 

sometimes gives wrong answers. This is due to the fact 

that B(x,y^) is in general a complex curve with more than 

one local minimum or maximum. Only one minimum corresponds 

to the correct estimate, where 5 = x. However the estimator 

is only concerned with driving x towards the nearest local 

minimum, which may not be the correct one. Of course as 

new measurements y are received, then the curve may change 

in shape so that the incorrect minimum moves nearer the 

correct minimum and finally merges with it. Also if the 

known input to 3: is greater than the driving term forcing 

& towards the local minimum of B(x,y^), then x may be 

driven out of the false minimum. Of course it is also 

possible that the estimator may never reach the correct 

minimum. These troubles in estimation arise when the 

initial estimate is so far off from the correct state of 

the system that the estimator is operating in a false 
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minimum. However once the estimate has reached the correct 

value of x, then the estimator stays in the correct minimum 

and the estimate continues to follow the actual state. 

The different minimums of BCi^y^ are due to a 

number of different reasons. The presence of local 

minimums which are not absolute minimums (B in Fig. 2-2) 

can be caused only by state dependent measurement noise 

such that s is s(x). This case is considered in Section 

k.7* There is always an absolute minimum, and this 

corresponds to the correct estimate of the state. Unfor

tunately there can also be more than one absolute minimum 

if, for instance, = and X1 ̂  x2' i,e,» c(x) 

does not possess a unique inverse, then multiple absolute 

minimums exist. 

By using a c(x) with a unique inverse, then only 

one absolute minimum is possible. However there may be 

additional local minimums. To insure that only one minimum 

occurs it is sufficient that be Posi^ive for all 

x and any choice of y^, for if there are two or more 

minimums, then B--(x,y ) must change sign. This is the 
3C3C 

situation when c(x) is a linear function of x, B(x,y^) is a 

parabola and is always positive. In general how

ever this condition is too strong and is not always 

necessary to insure one minimum. For example the curve may 

possess a region such as C in Fig. 2-2 where B-- changes 

sign but does not have a local minimum. 
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The behavior of the invariant imbedding estimator 

for a first order system should be clear. It is not so 

easy to handle higher order systems in this discussion 

since B(x,y) is not a surface which is possible to 

visualize. It is hoped however that enough insight has 

been gained from the first order case that these ideas 

carry over to the general case. 

In addition one further note should be made. In 

the discussion above, the stability of p was assumed--

indeed p is stable in the first order case for p(0) «= 0. 

However such statements cannot be made with any assurance 

about JP in the nib order case (n is the order of the 

system). In fact JP, may go unstable in some situations. At 

present there have been no successful attempts in the 

literature to prove conditions for the stability of JP 

This is probably due to the relative newness of the 

invariant imbedding estimator and the rarity of its conse

quently practical application. Furthermore for an nib-order 

2 • system there are (n + 3n)/2 coupled first order nonlinear 

differential equations relating P and £. For a low order 

system, say second-order, this results in five differential 

equations, and the complexity grows geometrically with 

higher order systems. With present methods it is difficult 

to prove stability with only three coupled nonlinear dif

ferential equations, let alone five. It therefore appears 

that this stability factor may limit the usefulness of the 
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invariant imbedding filter until further work is done in 

the stability area. 

2.4 The Invariant Imbedding Estimator and the Kalman 
Filter 

For a linear system with linear measurements of the 

form 

x = Ax + u 

y = Cx + v 

the invariant imbedding estimator and the Kalman filter 

become identical in form. They are both described by 

x = Ax - PCTS(y-Cx) 

(2-3-1) 

P = PAT + AP + PCTSCP - R-1 

There is a subtle difference between the two methods 

however that goes back to the initial assumptions made in 

the derivation of the methods. 

The invariant imbedding estimator was developed 

using only knowledge of the variance and mean of the 

corrupting noise. Since more information is usually needed 

to fully specify a particular type of noise this procedure 

is suboptimal in general. For example, if the noise is 

uniformly distributed, then in addition to the variance and 

mean, the range of the noise is needed to completely 

specify the noise. This additional information is not used 

by the invariant imbedding estimator. However the 
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invariant imbedding estimator is a very practical method _ 

because the particular type of noise is usually unknown 

anyway. The only known quantities may be the variance and 

mean which generally are measurable. 

On the other hand the Kalman filter is derived for 

a particular type of noise—white gaussian noise. There

fore it is optimum and valid for only this type of noise. 

It is very interesting that the Kalman- filter and the 

invariant imbedding estimator have the same form. 

Apparently the invariant imbedding estimator which is 

applicable for any kind of noise (as long as its variance 

and mean is available) is also optimal when the noise is 

white gaussian. 

In the next two sections the theory of the 

invariant imbedding estimator is applied in estimating the 

states of some systems simulated on the digital computer. 

The first example (Section 2.5) is a plant identification 

problem where a parameter of the system is unknown and time 

varying. The problem is to identify the parameter by 

observing the measurable states of the systems. Two 

variations on the same system are considered. In the first 

the parameter is driven by uniformly distributed noise and 

in the second by a sine wave added into the noise. 

In Section 2.6 the plant identification scheme is 

used in an effort to fix the closed-loop poles of a time-

varying, open-loop system. This is done by varying the 
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feedback coefficients according to the estimate of the 

varying parameter. In effect the control is trying to 

adapt to a changing environment--hence the name adaptive 

control system. 

2.5 Plant Identification 

In this section the invariant imbedding estimator 

is applied to a particular plant identification problem. 

Specifically, the problem is to estimate an unknown 

parameter of a system on the basis of noisy measurements of 

the state variables. To treat this type of problem the 

unknown parameter is considered as an additional state 

variable. The application of the invariant imbedding 

estimator is then straightforward. 

The system considered here is a second order linear 

system with one unknown parameter. 

= -x^ - >5*2 + + noise 

x2 = ax^ - «lx2 + f2(t) + noise 

Here f^Ct) and f2(t) are known inputs to the system. All 

of the parameters are assumed to be known except for "a." 

In fact it is not known whether "a" is constant or time 

varying. It is impossible to directly observe "a" but the 

following noisy measurements on the state variables are 

available. 



• noise 

yg = Xg + noise 

Some knowledge of the relative noise variances is also 

available; the means are assumed to be zero. From all this 

information it is desired to find the value of the 

parameter "a." 

To utilize the invariant imbedding estimator it is 

necessary to define a new state variable x^ = a. Since it 

is uncertain whether "a" d.s constant or time varying, it is 

impossible to say anything definite about the forcing term 

on Xj. Therefore this forcing term is assumed to be noise 

of some arbitrary variance (actually it turns out that the 

choice of the level of this assumed variance has little 

effect on the actual estimation of "a"). Replacing "a" by 

the system equations become 

x^ = -x^ - *5*2 + + noise 

Xg = ~ *•""x2 + ^2^^ + no*se 

Xj = noise 

and the measurements are the same as before. Notice that 

the system has become nonlinear—thus the Kalman filter is 

not applicable. To put this problem into a form compatible 

with Eq. (2-2-5)j the following definitions are made. 



a(x,t) = 

-xx - • 5*2 + 

x^x1 - *1*2 + 
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; c(x) = 

and 

_ l/Rl 0 0 
SI 0 «• 

s = » £ = 0 1/R2 0 
0 52 

0 0 1/R3 

1/S1 and 1/S2 are the variances of the noise corrupting the 

measurements and l/Rl, 1/R2, and 1/R3 are the variances of 

the input noise. 

Substituting these values of S, R-"*", c(x), and 

a(x,t) into the invariant imbedding estimator equations 

(2-2-5)i they eventually become 

^ - *5*2 + fx(t) - p^Sl^-x^ - p12S2(y2-x2) 

*2 = *3*1 " *1X2 + f2(t) " Pl2Sl(yl~V " P22S2(y2"*2) 

^3 = "P13®1^yl"^l^ ~ P23S2^y2-X2^ 

Pll = 2<-P11-*5P12) + Slp^! + S2p2
2 - l/Rl 

P12 = P11X3 + pl2^"1"*1^ " ,5p22 + P13X1 + S1P11P12 

+ S2p
12

P22 

P22 = 2^P12^3~' 1P22+P23X1 ̂ + S1P12 + S2P22 " 

*23 = P13X3 + P33X1 ~ *1P23 + S1P12P13 + S2P22P23 

P33 = S1P2
3 + S2P2

3 - 1/R3 
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As expected, there are nine coupled nonlinear 

first-order differential equations. It is very difficult 

to say anything about stability, and under certain condi

tions the estimator equations may go unstable. 

The plant identification procedure is illustrated 

by the results of two examples which were programmed on a 

digital computer. The examples are identical except for 

the noise driving the unknown parameter. In the first 

example the noise is just uniformly distributed noise, 

while in the second example the noise consists of uniformly 

distributed noise plus a sinusoid. The results of these 

examples are shown in Figs. 2-3 through 2-8. 

The first three figures pertain to the first 

example. Each figure is a record of the behavior of a 

state variable and its estimate. Figure 2-3 refers to x^, 

Z-k to x2 and 2-5 to x^ or "a" the unknown parameter. The 

inputs to the first two state variables consisted of noise 

with a variance of 0.25^ which corresponds to noise 

distributed uniformly between +0.866. For a the noise was 

uniformly distributed between +0.^33• In addition x^ was 

driven by an input of sin2t, which was also known to the 

observer. The state variables x, and xD were directly X A 

available to the observer with the addition of some noise 

uniformly distributed between +0.866. As seen from Figs. 

2-3 and 2-^, the estimate locks on to the actual trajectory 

very soon and follows it with little deviation. Notice 
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also that the estimate becomes better and better as the 

signal strengths of x^ and x^ increase. From the estimates 

of x^ and x^ ("a" is not directly observable) the observer 

attempts to determine the value of "a." Notice that the 

estimate of "a," Fig. 2-5, takes somewhat longer to reach 

the true value of "a." However, once the estimate reaches 

the correct value it follows "a" quite well. Again the 

estimate becomes better as the signal strengths of x^ and 

x^ increase. The example was chosen as unstable to 

demonstrate this. 

The next three figures correspond to the second 

example. The noise levels in this example are the same as 

in Ex. 1 with the addition of a sinusoidal input, 0.5sint, 

to "a" of which the observer is unaware. This example 

tests the estimator's ability to follow time varying 

parameters. Also the input to x^ is changed to sin0.5t. 

From Figs. 2-6 and 2-7 it is seen again that the estimates 

lock on to the actual trajectories in a short time and 

follow them quite well except for a small time lag. This 

time lag is more pronounced in Fig. 2-8 where the estimate 

lags considerably behind the actual parameter variation. 

This figure also gives a good illustration of the depend

ence of the estimate of "a" on the signal levels of x^ and 

Xg. Notice that while Xg is generally increasing in 

magnitude, x^ decreases quite suddenly at around t = 10 

seconds before increasing again. Simultaneously with this 
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depression in x^, the estimate of "a" worsens. After 

increases the estimate becomes much better except for some 

time lag. 

From the results of these examples it is clear that 

the estimation process is dependent on the signal to noise 

ratio of the observed variable. As the signal strength 

decreases, then the observation becomes more conservative 

and vice versa--hardly a surprising result. Although the 

estimator gives best results when the unknown parameter is 

a constant or at most slowly varying, it can follow a time 

varying parameter with some time delay if the signal to 

noise ratio is large enough, greater than k at the minimum. 

The delay decreases as this ratio increases. If some 

additional information about the true variation of "a" is 

known then this can be incorporated into the determination 

of "a." For instance if "a" is known to vary in a 

sinusoidal fashion but with unknown applitude and fre

quency, then the input to a can be expressed as a 

sinusoid whose frequency and amplitude are the unknowns. 

These unknowns are defined as new state variables which are 

driven by noise. In the problem just considered this would 

raise the number of state variables to five but should give 

a better estimate of "a." 
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2.6 An Adaptive Control System 

A natural application of the plant identification 

scheme is to an adaptive control system. In an adaptive 

system one would like to adjust the control law as the 

system dynamics change so that the closed-loop behavior of 

the system remains the same. For example, even if the 

open-loop poles are changing, the closed-loop poles can be 

kept constant by varying the feedback network. This is 

easily done if the varying parameters are readily measur

able; the control law is simply a function of these measur

able parameters. But often variations in these parameters 

are only observable by the effect they have on the outputs 

of the system. To obtain an estimate of the value of these 

unknown or changing parameters, it is necessary to use a 

plant identification process as in Section 2.5* These 

estimates then are treated as the actual values of the 

parameters in determining the feedback coefficients to the 

plant. Once these feedback coefficients are determined 

they operate on the estimates of the state variables, treat

ing them as if they actually were x1 and x . 
X H 

As an illustration of a simple adaptive control 

system consider the following example. Suppose that the 

system has the open-loop block diagram of Fig. 2-9* Here 

x^ and Xg are the measurable quantities of the plant and x^ 

is the desired output. The parameter "a" is unknown and 

may be time varying. The desire of the control engineer is 
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to compensate the system with feedback so that the output 

response due to some input meets some specification. In 

this case the specification is that the transfer function 

between R(s) and X^fs) be 

V3)  
10 

R^s) »2+a»+2 

This is accomplished by feeding back the state variables x^ 

and Xg in the correct proportion as in Fig. 2-10. The 

problem is to determine the feedback coefficients and 

Kg. After some algebra the transfer function for the block 

in Fig. 2-10 turns out to be 

X1U )  10 

Rls) •2+»(a+10K1)+10(K3+K1a) 

To realize the desired transfer function, the coefficients 

and are to be adjusted so that 

it 2-a 
Ki = To" 

2 
v a -2a+2 

2 = To 

If "a" is directly observable, then the compensation is 

readily performed. 

In this example it is assumed that "a" is not 

directly measurable. It is only possible to estimate the 

value of "a" on the basis of measurements of x_ and xQ. X M 
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Notice that this is exactly the same type of plant identi

fication problem discussed in the previous section. Once 

the current estimate of "a" is made, then it is treated as 

the actual value of "a" in determining the feedback coeffi

cients K. and KQ. These feedback coefficients then operate 
X A 

on the estimates of x^ and x^ to compensate the system. 

How closely the compensated system matches the desired 

system depends of course on the accuracy of the estimation 

procedure. 

To illustrate the theory above the adaptive control 

system was simulated on a digital computer. The measure

ments on x^ and x^ were taken as 

y^ = lOx^ + noise 

y2 = 10x2 
+ noise 

where the noise was uniformly distributed between +0.^33» 

The input, r, to the system was sin t and in addition 

and Xg were driven by noise uniformly distributed between 

+0.5555. The parameter "a" was driven by uniformly dis

tributed noise, from +0.555 to -0.555* plus a sinusoid, 

0.5 sin 2t. The observer was aware of only r and the 

variances of the disturbances. The initial conditions on 

the plant were set arbitrarily to x.^0) = 10, x2(0) = 10, 

a(0) = 1. The results of this example are shown in Figs. 

2-11 through 2-l4. Figure 2-11 is a plot of the actual 

trajectory of "a" and its estimate and shows that the plant 
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identification portion of the system is working well. 

After some initial confusion the estimate is seen to follow 

the actual trajectory fairly well. Notice that there is 

also some time delay in the estimate as there was in the 

previous section. The next three figures show the result 

of the system compensation. The desired system has its 

poles at -1 + jl while the actual system has its poles at 

- jo;. Figure 2-12 shows the deviation of from 1 as a 

function of time and Fig. 2-13 the deviation of (J from 1. 

As seen from these plots and the corresponding root locus 

in Fig. 2-14, the variation from the correct value is so 

slight that the poles of the compensated system are 

essentially at -1 +_ jl after the estimate locks on to the 

correct value, after 0.2 seconds. 

One would like to conclude from the above example 

that the adaptive control system works well in all 

instances. Unfortunately this is not always so because the 

plant identification process is very dependent on the 

signal to noise ratios of x^ and x^ as was seen in the 

previous example. When these signals are small then the 

estimate of "a" becomes very conservative, i.e., the 

estimate remains at a constant value, and the compensated 

system can be quite different from the desired one. Also 

if the unknown parameter is varying quite rapidly then 

results can be poor, although this is the exception for 

most natural phenomenon. It is interesting that since the 



estimation becomes much better with an increase in signal 

strength, the adaptive control system tends to insure the 

stability of the plant regardless of how the unknown 

parameter behaves; i.e.) as the system goes unstable due to 

poor estimation, the state variables increase in magnitude, 

thus improving estimation and finally causing the feedback 

coefficients to adjust so the system is stable again. 



CHAPTER 3 

OPTIMAL CONTROL 

3.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to find the control 

portion of the separated stochastic controller which was 

introduced in Chapter 1. As stated there, the control used 

in the separated stochastic controller is the solution to 

the deterministic optimal control problem; i.e., the 

control law is found by solving the optimal control problem 

under the assumption that the states are perfectly known. 

This chapter is concerned with the solution to this 

problem. 

The problem is approached using Pontryagin's maxi

mum principle. As is well known, the results are the 

Canonic equations, the solution to which involves a two-

point boundary value problem.(20). Under conditions of 

linearity and quadratic performance index, the problem 

reduces to the solution of a matrix Riccati equation. The 

resulting control law is closed-loop. 

In the general case however, the two-point boundary 

value problem is difficult to solve and then the solution 

yields an open loop procedure; i.e., u = u(t) rather than 

u(x). Since this control law is to be used as the 
<V /V 
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controller for the separated stochastic controller, it 

should be closed-loop. Thus part of the chapter is 

devoted to finding a suboptimal closed-loop control law for 

the general nonlinear case. This control law is found by 

applying the principle of invariant imbedding to the two-

point boundary value problem. It should be emphasized, 

however, that the procedure offered here may not be the 

best one for closed-loop suboptimal control. 

3.2 Definition of the Optimal Control Problem 

The optimal control problem is, given a plant and 

access to its state variables and no unknown inputs, what 

is the control input to the system that optimizes the 

system performance? The plant is given in the form of n 

first order differential equations which describe the 

behavior of the state of the plant. 

x = a(x,t) + w (3-2-1) 

Here x is the state, an n by 1 vector, and w is the control *** /v 

input, also an n by 1 vector, which must be determined. 

Notice that a restriction is made that there be as many 

control inputs as there are state variables. The more 

general case is for the control input to be Bw where B is 

an n by m matrix and w an m by 1 vector with m « n. This 

latter case is no complication to the solution of the 

optimal control problem. However the development of the 
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combined stochastic controller is complicated by control 

inputs of lower dimension than the state. For this reason 

the solution to the optimal control problem is limited to 

systems of the type in Eq. (3-2-1). 

The system performance is measured by an integral 

performance index 

T 

I = / (L(x)+l/2wTPw)dt 

o 

where L(x) is in general some nonlinear function of the 

state and T is the terminal time. The reason for separating 

the control w from the state x is a very practical one from 

a mathematical viewpoint as seen shortly. The constraint 

on w indicates that the average power of w is to be 

restricted as a function of P. As P increases, the power 

of w decreases. 

The system performance is optimum when I is 

minimized. Thus the problem is to find the value of w 

which minimizes I. 

3.3 Two Point Boundary Value Problem 

This problem may be solved using Pontryagin's 

maximum (or minimum) principle. Stated simply the problem 

is to find the *j which minimizes the Pontryagin state 

function, H, which is defined as 
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H s L(x) l/2w^Pw + l^(a(x,t)+w) 
*%• /V "W <V 

The w which minimizes H is 

w . = w° = -P 1-\ 
~ opt ~ A 

The reason for separating w from x in I is now obvious--it 

e n a b l e s  o n e  t o  s o l v e  f o r  w °  e x p l i c i t l y  i n  t e r m s  o f *  

Another choice of I would not have resulted in such a 

simple form for w°. The minimum value of H results with 

the substitution for w°. 

minll = H° = L(x) - l/2^P~1^ + ̂ Ta(x,t) (3-3-1) 

The Canonic equations are 

T _ , 
x = H° = a(x,t) - P) 
^ ^ j /V ^ /V, 

= -H° = -LT - aT ) 

The boundary conditions are 

x(0) = Xq (specified initially) 

A< t> -o. 
^ r 

Thus the original problem of finding the optimal control 

reduces to solving this two-point boundary value problem. 

Once ,\(t) is found then the optimal control is known in an 

open-loop fashion since w° = -P 

Unfortunately two point boundary problems are very 

difficult to solve except in the simplest cases. One such 
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case is when the plant is a linear system and L(x) is a 

quadratic form, as discussed in the next section. 

3.4 Matrix Riccati Equation for Optimal Control 

For a linear system the plant equations become 

x = A (t) x + w ^ A/ 

The performance index for L(x) a quadratic form 

(L(x) = l/2xTQx) is 

1 

I = J 1/2[XTQX+WTPW]dt 
With these changes the Canonic equations become 

i = Ax - P"1̂  

v x>v (3-^-1) 
A = -Qx - A) £v. — ~ 

Now assume that X is a linear function of x 

A. ~ ~Ri x ib ~l~ 

where R^ is some time varying n by n symmetric matrix 

independent of x. If this expression for is substituted 

into (3-4-1), then 

x = A(t)x + P~1R.x 
/v /v /y /v J_ ̂  

A. = -R,x - JR. (Ax+P-1R X) = -Qx + ATR. x 
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In the second equation the coefficients 6f x are gathered 

together and set to zero giving 

x = Ax + P-1R1x /V J,""*" 

(3-4-2) 

-R, = R, A + ATR, + R.P~1R1 - Q 

To insure the boundary conditions of x(0) = xq and 

^(T) =0, then ̂ R^(T) = 0. Thus the problem is still a two 

point boundary value problem. However, now the problem is 

solvable because R^ is independent of x; can be solved 

ahead of time when the terminal time T is known. This 

solution is found by integrating R^ backwards in time from 

R^(T) = 0. The optimal control is now in closed-loop form 

since R^ does not depend on the state of the system. When 

T becomes infinite then R,(t) becomes a constant matrix for 
~1 

finite time. 

3«5 Invariant Imbedding — 

As seen from the previous section, it is possible 

to find a closed-loop control law for a linear system with 

a quadratic performance index. However the optimal control 

problem for a nonlinear plant still remains, as its two-

point boundary value problem is very difficult to solve. 

Even if a solution were obtained it is an open-loop solu

tion. What is desired is a closed-loop control law. 
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In this section the principle of invariant 

imbedding is applied to the two-point boundary problem to 

give a suboptimal control. For the optimal control problem 

one is concerned with developing a control based on the 

present value of the state and the desired behavior of the 

state in the future. Thus the starting condition should 

be imbedded for the optimal control problem (19). Unfor

tunately this does not lead to a convenient form as far as 

finding the control law is concerned. As an alternative 

procedure, the end condition is imbedded. As is shown, 

this yields a closed-loop controller which is suboptimal. 

This is the closed-loop control law which is used when the 

conditions of the previous section do not apply. 

optimal control problem with a specified terminal time is 

changed to one where the terminal time is unknown. It is 

desired that the solution to this new problem be optimal 

no matter when the problem is stopped. Thus the solution 

involves solving a sequence of terminal time problems. 

Each of these problems may be imbedded into the 

general two-point boundary value problem 

When the end point is imbedded then the previous 

T 
x = H o A 

T 
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where the boundary conditions are x(0) = xq and ̂ (T) = /e« 

Here 7" and e are unspecified. The solution of this yields 

a value for xCT). The interest is in how x(T') changes as 

the end conditions on ̂  change; i.e., as the terminal time 

increases. The value of yz(T) which drives x(T) in this 

manner is the desired control. If the equations describing 

this change of in response to changes in ̂  can be 

found, then the solution to the problem is complete. The 

initial value of x(0) is already given by Xq, so by making 

T change as t, then the trajectory of x(t) and thus w(t) is 

specified. 

The equations determining the behavior of x(T') are 

found in the same manner as is found in the estimation 

problem of the previous chapter. First the solution for 

x <r> is assumed to be known. The value of x(T') depends on 

both e and ( and thus is defined as 

x(T) = rCejT') 

Now the change in r(e,T) is found for a small change in the A# 

end point by and to give 

r ( e+Ae ,7'+AT) ~ r ( e ,7") + e ̂ T)&T + ( e 

If the expressions for AE and (r ( e+Ae .'T+AT) -r (e ,T') ) are 

substituted into the above equations, then 

T T 
H° (e,r(e,T) /T) = r^Ce/T) + r ( e ,T) ( -H° (e,r ( e^) ,T ) ) i a# ^ ^ ^ e ' x ^ /v' ' 
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Next r(e,T") is expanded about e = 0 since this is the /V 

condition of interest for all of the two-point boundary-

value problems 

r(e,T) — r(0,t) + R 0 (T)e  = xCT) + ̂ So^^e M A/ - A/ 2 ^ A/ * *^2 ^ 

Here Rg^^ is an n by n matrix. This is substituted into 

the above expression to give 

= + 52(̂  

- 32
(r>H°T<e,x<r>*R2<r)e,r> 

T oT . 
This becomes, upon expanding H. and H about x(7) and 

A * ~ 
dropping higher order terms, 

HX »7')+Hxx(5'i5(7') f)%2{1')e 

• 

^Ct)*R 0 ( .T)e-R 0 (T)  '  
~ 2 ^ /v2 

L 
T T 

= H? (e, ,xCT) ̂ J+H? (e ,x(T) ,T)B- 0 (T)e  A A2 ~2 ~ 

If the expressions for the derivatives of H°(e,xCT) ,T) are A* ' 

substituted in and terms with like powers of je are 

separated out, then one obtains 

xCT) = a(x^T) * R0L 

R0(f) = R0a + a R_ + RnL R0 - P ~2 ~2~-x ~x~2 —2 xx~2 ~ 
--1 
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These two equations determine the change in x(T) as the 

terminal time changes. If the terminal time is made to 

change as t then the equations can be rewritten as 

x(t) = a(x,t) • R 2j7  

R_(t) = R0aT + a R0 + R_L R0 - P"1 

- ~ 2  ~ 2 ~ " x  ~ x ~ 2  ~ 2  x x 2  ~  

(3-5-1) 

These equations define a suboptimal on-line (closed-loop) 

T 
control law, with R0L as the control applxed to the plant. 

^ £ 

Given initial conditions on x and R_, the equations are 

integrated forward in time. The equation for R^ is a 

forward time equation and does not have to satisfy any 

final end condition. The initial condition on x is informa-

tion which is known since this is the pure control problem 

with no noise. In the development of the controller there 

is no specific information which fixes the initial condi

tion of R_. This condition is picked according to the 

desired transient response of the control. Suppose for 

instance, that the system is linear and L(x) is a quadratic 

form, then the equation for R^ is independent of x as seen 

from Eq. 3-5-1* Thus Rg reaches some constant value after 

an initial transient due to R„(0). This transient can be 

eliminated by setting g2(0) equal to the final value of R^; 

i.e., R (0) is the value of R0 which makes R„ = 0, since 

this defines the steady state value of R^• Extending this 

reasoning to the nonlinear case (although Rnever reaches 
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a steady value, since it depends on x(t))> J*2(0) is set 

equal to the value which makes Ro(0) = 0. ^ A 

This procedure is the suboptimal closed-loop 

control that will be used in the separated stochastic 

controller when the optimal solution is not closed-loop. 

The procedure is suboptimal because the terminal time is 

treated as an unknown, even though it may have been speci

fied in the original optimal control problem as T. As T 

approaches infinity then the solution to Eq. (3-5-1) may 

approach the optimal solution because the exact terminal 

time becomes unimportant in the latter case. However there 

is no assurance that this is so. Section 3*7 investigates 

this possibility for linear systems with quadratic per

formance indices. 

The next section presents a nonrigorous discussion 

of the suboptimal on-line controller to give the reader an 

intuitive understanding of the controller. 

3«6 Intuitive Discussion of the On-Line Controller 

Evidently the on-line procedure controls the system 

in some suboptimal manner, but it is not at all clear how 

this is done. Notice that the form of the controlling 

equations is very similar to that of the sequential 

estimator. Of course this might have been expected since 

they were derived using the same approach. In fact, 

substituting L(x) for B(x,y) in Eq. (2-3-1) results in 
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exactly the same filter equations. Apparently the opera

tion of the controller on L(x) is identical to the opera-

tion of the estimator on B(x,y). 

As with the estimator, this operation can be viewed 

from a geometric point of view, i.e., L(x) can be regarded 

as describing a surface in n + 1 space (n is the order of 

the system). The height of this surface above the x hyper-

plane at any particular point say x^ indicates the penalty 

associated with being at that point. In order to reduce 

this penalty one wishes to apply a control so that the 

state of the system x^ moves in a direction of decreasing 

L(x). This control is formulated by the control equations. 

This is most easily demonstrated by the first-

order case. Assume that the equation for the first order 

system is nonlinear and given by 

x = a(x,t) + w 

The desire is to control the system with w such that the 

performance index 

T 

I = J" ̂L(x) + l/2w^p]dt 

0 

T 
is minimized; i.e., it is desired to minimize fL(x)dt with 

? 0 2-a control w whose power is constrained by J l/2w pdt. 
0 

The integrand L(x) describes a curve in two space 

(Fig. 3-1) • The distance of this curve above the x axis at 
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L(x) 

Fig. 3-1.--Control Curve 
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any point say x^ is the penalty on the system when its 

state is an x^. In order to reduce this penalty the system 

generates a control which drives x^ in a direction to 

reduce L(x). The magnitude of the control depends on the 

power constraint on it. 

The equations which determine this control for the 

first order case are 

x = a(x,t) + L (x)r 
' x 

f = 2rax(x,t) + r2Lxx(x) - 1/p 

Again the filter is concerned with only the first and 

second derivatives of L(x) at x and not with the exact 

shape of the curve. This information was lost when the 

Taylor series was truncated; higher derivatives of L(x) 

were discarded in the development of the filter. However 

when L(x) is in the form a^(x-ag) (L(x) is a quadratic 

form), then no information is lost. Notice that unlike 

the estimating filter, which depends on a measurement y to 

fix an operating curve on the B(x,y) surface, the operating 

curve (surface for higher order systems) is always the same 

in the control equations and is just L(x). 

Suppose now that L(x) has the shape of Fig. 3-1 and 

the state of the system is x^. At this point L^tx^) is 

positive. Therefore to minimize L(x) x^ must be made 

smaller--the driving term L (x^r must be negative. If 
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r(0) is negative then r(t) is always negative (since 

r = -l/p if r ever becomes zero, thus keeping r(t) nega

tive) and the driving term has the correct sign. If on the 

other hand Lx(x^) were negative, indicating that x^ should 

be made larger to decrease L(x) , then the driving term is 

positive, forcing x^ in the correct direction. 

The magnitude of this driving term depends on a 

number of factors. First of all it depends on the magni

tude of the slope of L(x) at x. . If L (x_) is large, 
^ 3C .1. 

indicating that L(x^) is far from its minimum value, then 

the driving term increases in magnitude. Conversely when 

L^(x^) is small, indicating that x^ is near a minimum or 

or maximum of L(x), then the driving term decreases. 

The value of r also determines the magnitude of the 

driving term, and it in turn depends on a number of factors. 

First r is influenced by the second derivative L (x,). J xx 1 

If this term is large and positive, indicating that a 

minimum is nearby, then | r| decreases. However if ̂ xx(x^) 

is large and negative, indicating that x^ is near a maximum 

of L(x^), then Jr| increases, driving x^ away from this 

maximum and compensating for the fact that Lx(x^) is small 

near the maximum. 

The power constraint on w also affects the magni

tude of r by the term -l/p. When the power of w is to be 

heavily constrained, then l/p is small and the term has 
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little effect. However when w is less constrained, then 

l/p is larger and tends to make r more negative, thus 

increasing w. 

Finally the dynamics of the plant play a role in 

determining the control law through the term 2rax(x,t). 

Since r is always negative, this term tends to increase |r| 

as a^ becomes increasingly positive or as the system behaves 

in an unstable manner. As a^ goes increasingly negative 

(the system is more and more stable), then |r| tends to 

decrease. The effect is to increase the control as the 

system becomes unstable. 

Summarizing the above paragraphs, the control 

equations act to drive x towards the local minimum. The 

strength of this driving term depends on the amount of 

penalty associated with x^ (how high L(x^) is above the 

local minimum), the constraint on the control w, and 

finally the stability of the system itself. 

Notice that if the system is linear and if L(x) is 

a parabola in x, then r becomes a constant; i.e., the 

control law becomes constant and can be found before the 

plant is operated. However if L(x) is a curve whose 

2 2 
derivatives above d /dx are not zero, then r cannot be 

calculated ahead because is a function of x. The value 

of r must be calculated continuously as x changes. Essen

tially the controller equations approximate the curve L(x) 

by a parabola at x^ whose first and second derivatives are 
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equal to L (x.) and L (x1). If the curve actually is a 
X ^ 3CX JL 

parabola, then the resulting control law is valid for all 

x. If L(x) is not a parabola, then the control law holds 

only in a small neighborhood of x^. 

3«7 Comparison of the Suboptimal and Optimal Controls 

It is difficult to make a general comparison of the 

suboptimal and optimal procedures when the system is non

linear, because the optimal control is difficult to find; 

the determination of the optimal control involves a trial 

and error process. However the optimal control is readily 

available when the system is linear and the performance 

index is a quadratic form. In this case the two different 

types of control are easily compared. 

When the system is linear and L(x) = l/2x Qx. then 

the equations describing the on-line control law are 

* = + 

(3-7-1) 

Rn = R0AT + ARn + Rn0Ro - P-1 
x-2 ~2~ —~2 •— 

By comparing (3-7-1) with (J-h-2) derived previously, some 

interesting observations can be made. The equations both 

have the same general form, but there are some important 

differences. Most notable is the fact that R_ is a forward 
~2 

• • 

time equation while R^ is a reverse time equation; i.e., R^ 

is integrated backwards in time from R,(T) = 0 to find  ̂J. 

R^(t). When the system is nonlinear, then it is only 
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possible to integrate R^ forward in time. It is impossible 

to integrate backwards in time if the differential equation 

depends on x« since x is an unknown quantity. However if 
<v /v 

the system is linear, then there is no particular advantage 

of integrating forward over integrating backwards in time 

if the terminal time T is precisely known, since and R^ 

are independent of x. If T is not precisely known, then 

the former method could drive the system in an unstable 

manner, since R. is unstable for t T. 

The comparison of the optimal and suboptimal 

controllers depends ultimately on the feedback laws 

developed. From (3-7-1) and {J-k-2) the feedback controls 

are and R^Qx for the optimal and suboptimal proce

dures respectively. If T the terminal time is allowed to 

approach infinity, then R^ is a constant matrix for finite 

values of time. The matrix R_ is also a constant if R_(0) 

is chosen correctly to eliminate any initial transient. If 

P ^"R, and RnQ are the same constant matrix, then the — 

imbedded procedure is also optimum. With the present form 

of the equations this comparison is hard to make. It is 

possible however to change (3-^-2) by the substitution 

R. = PR*Q so that the control to the system is in the same 

form as in (3 — 7 — 1) ; so that the feedback control is R^x. 

Then to compare the two methods, it is only necessary to 



look at the equations for R' and R0. With this substitu-

tion, the optimal control lav is described by 

x = Ax + RJ Qx 
r** ****** /*-' 

-RJ =  R'QAQ-1 + P_1ATPR' + R'QR' - P"1 
"1 ~l-»/-/3 ~ ^ ~/~l ~1~'-1 — 

* • 

It is apparent that -R^ and R^ are the same only if 

AT = QAQ"1 and A = P_1ATP (or AT = PAP-1); i.e., if these 

conditions hold, then R, and R„ have the same constant 

value for finite time and the imbedded on-line procedure 

gives the optimum control for linear systems. Notice that 

if Q and P are diagonal matrices of the form cl where I is 

the identity matrix, then the condition for optimality is 

T 
k = A. This specifies that the nth order system is 

actually composed of n independent first order systems. 

Of course these conditions always hold in the first order 

case, but almost never for higher order systems. Thus in 

general the imbedded procedure is suboptimal. How closely 

it compares to the optimal procedure can only be seen with 

the help of some specific examples, such as the ones to 

follow. 

The examples in this section are the results of 

several second-order problems which were simulated on a 

digital computer with the help of a program similar to the 

one in the Appendix. Table I gives the pertinent informa

tion of A, P, and Q for the different examples. The 



Table I.--List of Examples 

Example 
* Optimal Control Suboptimal Control 

3-1 

3-2 

3-3 

3-4 

-1.0 -4.0 

- 4 . 0  - 5 . 0  

-10.0 -1 .0  

- 2 0 . 0  - . 5  

3-5 

- 1 . 0  

-4.o 

- 1 . 0  

-4.0 

-1.0 

-4.0 

-.5 

- 5 . 0  

-0.5 

-5-0 

-0.5 

-5.0 

.01 o 

0 .01 

.01 o 

0 .1 

.01 0 

0 .1 

.01 0 

0 .01 

.1 0 

o .01 

10 0 

0 10 

10 0 

0 10 

10 0 

0 10 

1 o 

O 10 

1 0 

O 10 

-30.8x^3.6x2) 

3.6X;L-27.2X2) 

-34.1X^+23.4X2) 

2.3x^-6.0x2) 

- 3 1 • 1 x ^ + 5 . O X g )  

.5x^^-5.4x2) 

-8.0x^+2.7x2) 

2.7Xl-27.0x2) 

-1.lx1+.31x2) 

3.1x^27.0x2) 

-30.8x^3.6x2) 

3.6x^27.2x2) 

-22.1x^+9•2Xg) 

9.2x^-18.0x2) 

-30.5x1+2.9x2) 

2.9x^6 «0x2) 

-7.3x^6.6x2) 

.66x^-27.6x2) 

-.95x^1.2X2) 

.12x^-27•IX2) 



control for each example was found first by the optimal 

procedure and then by the suboptimal procedure. The 

control law for each procedure is also given in the table. 

As a further comparison the optimal and suboptimal 

trajectories are shown in the accompanying figures along 

with the value of the performance index at the termination 

of each trajectory. From these figures and the table it 

appears that the suboptimal control is very close to 

optimal. In Example 1 the two procedures are optimal since 

T — 
A = A and Q and P are of the form cl. Only in Example 3-2 

/v /"W /-v 

does it differ significantly from the optimal value. This 

could have been predicted in advance since for this 

example 

— 1 T— P A P = 
-10 -200 

-.1 -.5 

This is a significant difference from A, the value needed 

to insure an optimal answer, and so the resulting control 

is considerably suboptimal. It can be stated as a general 

rule that the suboptimal control is near optimum if the 

cross coupling terms of the system (the off-diagonal terms 

of J\) do not dominate the system behavior (as in Example 

3-2), although it is possible that the effects of these 

terms could cancel in some cases. 
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X2 

2-0-

optimal 
criterion=0-63 

suboptimal 
criterion = 0-63 

1 0  

Fig. 3-2.--Trajectories for Linear System, Example 3-1 
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suboptimal 
criterion =1-26 

optimal 
criterion = 0-92 

1 0  

Pig. 3-3.—Trajectories for Linear System, Example 3-2 
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suboptimal 
criterion =1-25 

20-

optimal 
criterion = 1-24 

1 0 -

10 

Pig. 3-k.—Trajectories for Linear System, Example 3-3 
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2 - 0 -

optimal 
criterion 

=0-53 

suboptimal 
criterion = 0-55 

1-0 

Fig» 3-5'—Trajectories for Linear System, Example 3-^ 
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optimal 
criterion =060 

1 0 -

suboptimai 
cri tcrion = 0-63 

10 

Fig. 3-6.—Trajectories for Linear Syatem, Example 3-5 
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3.8 Conclusions 

In this chapter the pure optimal control problem 

was considered. The solution to this problem entails 

solving of a two-point boundary value problem, which is in 

general a tedious trial and error process. However in the 

special case of a linear system with a quadratic performance 

index, a change of variables enables one to obtain a 

control which depends on a linear combination of the state 

variables. Therefore even if the control must be found in 

an off-line manner (before the problem is run) it still 

gives a closed-loop control. In contrast the optimal 

control for the nonlinear case is open-loop. 

In an attempt to obtain a closed-loop on-line 

procedure as well as a general method of solving the non

linear control problem, the process of invariant imbedding 

was investigated. The problem was considered as a varying 

end condition. The resulting control law is suboptimal 

because the future behavior of the system is ignored. The 

advantage of this suboptimal method is that it gives an on

line control law for nonlinear as well as linear systems. 

Since an optimal closed-loop procedure is already 

available for linear systems with a quadratic performance 

index, the suboptimal method is of dubious value for such 

problems. However since in this both types of controls are 

readily available, they are also easily compared. As seen 

in the examples, the suboptimal procedure generally gives 
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a control which is very close to the optimum. It is not so 

easy to make a general comparison of the suboptimal control 

with the optimum in the nonlinear case since it is very 

difficult to find the optimal control. It is in this 

region that the suboptimal procedure would seem to have the 

greatest value. 



CHAPTER 4 

THE ESTIMATION AND CONTROL PROBLEM 

4.1 Introduction 

The optimal control problem discussed in the 

previous chapter implies that all states of the system are 

known to the controller. In the practical situation how

ever these states are known only by some linear or non

linear measuring process which is subject to noise error. 

The process of developing an optimal control for the plant 

on the basis of these imperfect measurements is known as a 

stochastic control problem or the combined control and 

estimation problem (15» l6)--the subject of this chapter. 

In general, research on an optimal combined 

estimation and control procedure has been disappointing. 

The results are in the form of recursion equations (l6) 

which are impractical except for finite discrete control 

or linear systems with linear measurements, where the 

results are the same as Kalman's (9) 10, 21). Kalman has 

shown that for linear systems and measurements, and 

quadratic performance indices, that the optimal procedure 

is to separate the problem into an optimal control problem 

and an optimal estimation problem. First the control law 

is found under the assumption of perfect information as in 
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Chapter 3* Then a Kalman filter is used to find the 

estimates of the system state variables. These estimates 

are then treated by the controller in formulating the feed

back control as if they were the actual state variables. 

Since no practical solution to the optimal estima

tion and control problem is known when the plant or 

measurements are nonlinear, a common procedure is to use a 

suboptimal scheme. The usual method is to use the separated 

procedure above; this procedure is hereafter referred to as 

the separated stochastic controller. First a control law 

is devised assuming perfect information and then it is 

applied to the output of an estimation filter (4). In this 

case the estimation process is performed by the invariant 

imbedding estimator of Chapter 2. As seen in Chapter 3 it 

is sometimes difficult to solve the optimal control problem 

even for perfect information and then the solution may be 

open-loop. Because the future behavior of the system is 

difficult to predict, an on-line or closed-loop procedure 

is preferable. For these reasons the on-line suboptimal 

procedure developed in Chapter 3 is a desirable way to 

generate the control law. 

The contribution of this thesis is the development 

of a different suboptimal stochastic controller. The 

advantage of this procedure is that it performs both 

estimation and control in one operation--it is therefore 

referred to as the combined stochastic controller. 



Roughly half as many differential equations are needed to 

define the combined stochastic controller as the separated 

stochastic controller. As an added benefit the control is 

dependent on the estimation and attempts to aid in the 

estimation procedure. 

Various examples are included at the end of this 

chapter to compare the various procedures. The examples 

are all second-order since the results are easily plotted 

and understood. Before.any results are given, the basic 

problem considered here is defined. 

k.2 Definition of the Problem 

The objective is to find a control vector w which 

minimizes the performance index 

T 

1 = Y*[L(*) + 1/2irTF^]dt 

0 

where ̂ x is the state of a plant whose behavior is given by 

x = a (x, t) + w 

The goal is to find w which makes x behave in a manner to 

minimize I. 

The problem is complicated by the fact that the 

actual state of the plant is not known—only noisy measure

ments are available. These measurements y, which may be 

nonlinear, are of the form 
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y = c(x) + v (noise) 

where y is an m by 1 vector while x is n by 1 with n => m. 

The corrupting noise y has a zero mean and a variance 

given by 

E FvvT ] K S-L 

As an additional complication there may be an unknown input 

to the plant so that the plant equations are actually 

x  =  a ( x , t )  + u + w  

The input noise ja is assumed to have zero mean and a 

variance given by 

E f uuT | = R"1 
/ -VA/ 1 /««• 

The problem now is to formulate w on the basis of a 

received y so that I is minimized. * 

r 

4.3 Separated Estimation and Control 

As mentioned above the normal method used to solve 

this problem is to split the problem into two parts; 

estimation is separated from control. When the plant and 

measurements are linear and the performance index is a 

quadratic form, the procedure is optimal; otherwise it is 

suboptimal. 

In the general case the invariant imbedding 

estimator is used for the estimation portion. The esti

mator equations are 
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+ w 

(4-3-1) 
T P = Pa/i + a*P + - ~(H~ - B"1 

~ L - % 

When the system and measurements are linear then the equa

tions take the form of the Kalman filter. 

jj = Ax - PC^S (y-Cx) • w 

P = PAT + AP + PCTSCP - R-1 

(4-3-2) 

When the noise is white gaussian then the Kalman filter is 

optimal. 

Notice that w the control is assumed to be a known 

function of time. It is found in the control portion of 

the procedure. The estimate of x in these equations is x. 

To determine x it is necessary to solve for an n by n 

symmetric matrix which is time varying in general. In 

Eq. (4-3-2) P becomes constant (if it is stable) after some 

initial transient due to P(0). The initial value of £ is 

chosen on the basis of some prior information about the 

most likely position of 3c(0). The value of J?(0) reflects 

the faith placed in x(0) as the initial guess of x(0); the 

elements of ̂ P(O) become more negative as the reliability 

of x(0) decreases. When the input noise to the plant is 

zero then the choice of P(0) becomes critical; R is zero ^ A</ 

and therefore P eventually becomes zero after an initial 

transient due to P(0). If the magnitude of P(0) is too 
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small then the estimator stops estimating before x has 

reached x. 

The control law is developed under the assumption 

of perfect information about the state. Once the control 

law is formulated then the estimates from the invariant 

imbedding estimator are treated as if they are the actual 

state of the system. If the plant is linear and L(x) is 

a quadratic form (L(x) = 3*^ * then the optimal control 

law is in closed-loop form. As shown in Chapter 3 the 

control law is determined by the solution of a matrix 

Riccati equation 

-R = RA + ATR + RP-1R - Q. (^-3-3) 

where JR is an n by n symmetric matrix. This equation is 

integrated backwards in time from JR(T) = 0 to find R(t) for 

all t « T. This can be done because R is independent of x. 

As T becomes infinite, JR( t) becomes constant for finite 

time. The control w to the plant is formed by the opera

tion of R(t) on x, w = P ^"Rx. When the state is not known, 

as here, the control law operates on the estimate of ̂ x; 

w « P_1Rx. 

If the plant is nonlinear or L(x) is not a 

quadratic form, then the bptimal control is difficult to 

find and is usually open-loop. An open-loop control is 

very undesirable because the future behavior of the system 

is not as predictable as it is for perfect knowledge of the 
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inputs and states. Since the separated procedure is sub-

optimal anyway, it is not practical to insist on an optimal 

control--a suboptimal control which is closed-loop and 

relatively easy to find is preferable. The on-line proce

dure developed in Chapter 3 gives such a control law. In 

this case the control law is determined by a differential 

equation which is in the form of a matrix Riccati equation. 

This equation is 

R = RaT + a R + RL R - p"1 (4_3_4) 
"N"1 

Obviously R is dependent on x, but (4-3-4) is a forward 

time equation so this integration can be performed simul

taneously with changes in x to yield the new R(t). This is 

the procedure when x is known exactly. When only an 
t 

estimate x of x is available, then x is treated exactly as 

if it were x. In this case Eq. (4-3-4) becomes 

R = Ra* + a/vR + RL*AR - P_1 (4-3-5) 
<<V A# 

T 
The control to the plant is w = RLA• The initial value of 

R(t) may be chosen as suggested in Chapter 3? jj(0) may be 

chosen to satisfy R(0) = 0. This is probably the preferred 

way when x is exactly known. However, because x(0) is only 

a guess of ,x(0) it may be desirable to make the control 

conservative until the estimate actually reaches ̂ x. This 

is accomplished by making ̂ R(O) » JO when jjc(O) is thought to 
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be poor. As the confidence in x{0) rises then R(0) 

approaches the previous choice. 

S i n c e a n d  I t  a r e  b o t h  s y m m e t r i c  n  b y  n  m a t r i c e s ,  

then in general to perform both estimation and control it 

is necessary to integrate n(n + 2) simultaneous differen

tial equations. Thus the work and equipment needed 

increases geometrically as the order of the system 

increases. 

k.k Combined Estimation and Control 

In this section a different method is offered where 

estimation and control are performed in the same operation. 

The problem is approached from the viewpoint of an estima

tion problem; i.e., the control is treated as an unknown. 

In the development of the estimator in the separated case 

above, the controlling input w to the system was assumed to 

be known. The estimation problem is solved again, except 

that now 1$, is considered an unknown quantity with a variance 

given by 

E £ wwT] = J"1 

The total unknown input to the system is now z, where 

z = w + u 

If w and are assumed to be statistically independent, 

then z has a total variance of 
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Since w is dependent on ju, then this expression for the 

variance of z is an approximation to the actual value 

which is unknown. The estimation problem thus becomes: 

given the plant 

x = a(x,t) + z 

and the measurements 

y(t) = + v (noise) for 0 « t < Tq 

find the best estimate of x(T ). 
o 

Notice that the problem is exactly the same as the 

estimation problem faced in Chapter 2, except that jz 

replaces ̂ u. The estimation problem here is approached in 

the same manner as before. The estimate of x(T ) is found 
— o 

in a least squares sense. Eventually this comes down to 

minimizing the integral 

To 

i = J" + (yz£ dt 

o 

with respect to z, subject to the constraint that 

x = a tx , t.) + z 

The trajectory of x(t) which results from the optimum choice 

of z is designated as x(t). The value of x(T ) is the 
~ .— o 

optimal estimate of x(T ). 
o 

So far the estimation procedure is no different 

than before, except that z has replaced u. Suppose however 
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that in addition to the above information it is known that 

jz is acting in such a manner as to minimize the performance 

index 

To 

I' = J L(x)dt 

0 

subject of course to the previous restriction on the 

variance of jl. Actually this is not quite correct. Only 

a part of z, w, is trying to minimize I' while the other 

part, u, is just pure noise. But, since u and w are both 

unknowns and both appear at the same place, in the same 

form, it is impossible to separate them. Therefore as an 

approximation, it is assumed that all of ̂ z tries to 

minimize I'. The accuracy of this approximation depends 

on the relative magnitudes of w and u. For w substantially 

larger than u the approximation is good. 

Furthermore w tries to minimize I' over the range 

[0,T] and not just ^0,Toj. The time T^ is the time of the 

present observation while T is the stopping time for the 

problem in the future. The control which minimizes I' over 

£o,TQj may be quite different from the one which minimizes 

over It turns out that this approximation results 

in a control similar to the suboptimal on-line controller 

in Chapter 3« 

Let us assume that all of z is trying to minimize 

I' over |0,T I. Therefore in determining the estimate of 
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x(T ), z must be biased in the direction which minimizes I' 
o ^ 

as well as I. This is accomplished by considering a new 

performance index 

T 
r ° 

J = I TL ( X ) + 1/2Z TQZ  + X/2(y-c(x))TS(y-c(x))1 dt J L  ̂  ̂ /V  ̂ /V *+* £* ~ J 
0 

The optimal value of ̂ z is that value which minimizes J 

subject to the constraint of the plant equation. 

As in the previous manner this problem is solved 

by Pontryagin's minimum (or maximum) principle. The 

Pontryagin state function is 

H = L.(x') + l/2z^Qz + 1/2(y-c(x))^S(y-c(x)) 

+ )T( a(x, t) + z) 
/ V ^ /W; /V/ 

The problem now is to find the value of z which minimizes 

H. This is done by taking the derivative of H with respect 

to jz and setting the result equal to zero to give 

£ = -S. A 

The minimum value of H is now H° with z° the optimum value 

replacing ̂ z, 

H °  -  - 1 / 2 ^ ^ +  1 / 2 ( y - c ( x ) ) T S ( y - c ( x ) )  +  L ( x )  
. ̂ *V» / V. A,* AI' /V ^ ̂  ^ 

where x is the value of x when z is optimum. The differen-

A V 
tial equations for x and are the Canonic equations, 
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T 
x = H° = a ( x, t) - Q * } 
^ 1 M M /V. 

/V 

)' = -HA = cls(y-c(x) ) - ~ LA 
A. x ~x~ ~ ~ ~ ~x<i x 

The boundary conditions are /^(0) - ̂0 and /|_(T ) = jO. 
/V ^ >V ® 

The solution to this two-point boundary value 

problem gives a value for X(Tq) which is the optimum 

estimate of x(T ) in a least squares sense. The estimate 
~ o 

of x,(To4^To) involves another two-point boundary value 

problem similar to the one above. In fact an estimate of 

the complete trajectory of x(t) for 0 «c t T requires the 

solution to a sequence of two-point boundary value 

problems. 

Obviously the problem is very similar to the 

estimation problem in Chapter 2. There an on-line proce

dure was obtained by imbedding the end condition of 

^(T ) = ̂ 0 into the general condition of ̂ (T) = e where e 
/%/ 

and X are variable. Essentially X is made to vary as real 

time t increases. The result is an on-line estimation 

procedure. 

The same approach is used here to find an on-line 

estimator-controller. Since the invariant imbedding of the 

end condition in Section 2.2 is done for a general H°, the 

results are applicable in this case. Substituting for the 

derivatives of H° into Eq. (2-2-^) and gathering terms with 

like powers of e, the following equations result. 



x = a(x,t) + PT-JCXS (y-c (x) )1 + ~  ~  I  — x .  ~  ~  j  ~  x  W ,1V 

P = PAA + BAP + P <LAA + I -cAS(y-c($)) 
— x ~x~ ~ J xx ~2: ** ~ 

1 
A 
X 
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(k-k-1)  
HB- Q" 1  

These equations are very similar to the estimation equa

tions for the separated case, Eq. (4-3-1)* The estimate 

T 
is now biased by the term PL* while P contains the addi-

tional term JPL^^P and Q~ instead of R~ . 

Now if one wishes to control the system on the 

basis of this estimate of x, in such a way to minimize 1', 

then it seems reasonable that the control fed back is 

T just the biasing term on the estimate; i.e., Thus the 

estimation and control is done with only one set of equa

tions , (k-k-l). 

T Notice that the feedback control input PLA has a 
" x 

form similar to the suboptimal on-line controller of 

Chapter 3« However, here P is specified by a different 

differential equation. 

When the input to x is Bw, where B is an n by m 

matrix and w is m by 1, then the choice of what terms to 

feed back to x is not obvious. For example, suppose that 

the system is third order and B and w are 

B = 

1 0 

0 1 

0 0 

w = 

w„ 

w. 
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This specifies that there is no control input to x^. But, 

T • 
the term generates inputs for all components of x. It 

turns out that this is always true unless u, the input 

T 
noise, has no input to x_. In this latter case PL* 

generates no input for x^. In the general case however 

this is not true and the choice of the feedback control is 

not obvious. 

Comparing the two different methods of generating 

an optimal control on the basis of noisy measurements, it 

is readily apparent that the combined procedure is simpler--

the controlling term is found directly in the estimation 

process and there is no need for any additional work. This 

feature results in approximately one-half of the computer 

time and equipment needed for the separated stochastic 

controller. 

One disadvantage in the combined stochastic 

controller results directly from its combined nature—the 

fact that estimation and control both depend on the choice 

of^P(O). In the separated stochastic controller, it was 

seen that R(0) and J?(0) behave oppositely; i.e., when the 

initial estimate £(0) is good P(0) is small and jR(O) is 

large, and vice versa when x(0) is poor. Thus in the 

combined filter, since P must handle the chores of both R 

and the initial choice of P(0) conflicts with either 

estimation or control. Because it is impossible to satisfy 
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both conditions ,P(0) is chosen somewhere between R(0) and 

P(0) of the separated stochastic controller. 

Since the optimal control in the combined stochastic 

controller minimizes J as well as 11 then this control 

should behav» in a manner to improve estimation. In an 

attempt to give an intuitive feeling to the combined 

stochastic controller the next section investigates (4-4-1) 

in a nonrigorous manner along the lines of Section 2-3 • 

4.5 Discussion of the Combined Stochastic Controller 

Evidently the differential equations for the 

combined stochastic controller describe some process which 

performs both estimation and control. Unfortunately the 

procedure by which these equations were obtained does not 

lend much in the way of an intuitive understanding of the 

combined stochastic controller. It is helpful to recon

sider the entire problem along the lines of Section 2.3 

where the geometric interpretation of estimation was first 

introduced. 

First of all it is necessary to consider the 

primary objective of the combined stochastic controller. 

The primary objective as formulated in (4-4-1) is to find 

the value of z which minimizes J. 

0 
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where for convenience the substitution 

B(x,y) = l/2(y-c(x))^S(y-c(x)) 

has been made. Remember that z is the sum of w the control 

to the plant and u the unknown input. The relationship 

between x and jz is given by the plant equation 

A -
x = a(x,t; + z 

Here y is the measurement made on x the actual state of the 

system. Stated another way, the objective is to minimize 

y^L(x) + subject to the variance restrictions on 

z and the constraint of the plant dynamics. 

Notice that the integrand L(x) + B(x,y) can be 

viewed as representing a surface, V(x,^), in space. 

V(x,y) = L(x) + B(x,y) 

Since x is an n by 1 vector and y is m by 1, then V(x,y) 

is a surface in n + m + 1 space. At any point say V(x^,y^) 

the height of this surface above the x,y hyperplane 

expresses the penalty associated with this point. The 

object of the combined stochastic controller is to move x, 

in a direction to reduce the penalty, subject to the 

restrictions on z. 

So far the action of the combined stochastic 

controller seems much the same as the invariant imbedding 

estimator. Indeed the combined stochastic controller 

operates on the surface V(x,y) in exactly the same way that 
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the invariant imbedding estimator operates on the surface 

B(x,y). Once a measurement y, is made then a subsurface of 

V(x,y) is defined along which y is constant and equal to 

y^. Using information about the shape of this subsurface, 

V(x,y,), the stochastic controller creates a driving term 
 ̂/v X. 

which forces x. (the present position of x) towards a local X 

minimum of V(x,y..). The strength of this driving term 

depends on the amount of penalty associated with the point 

x^,y^ relative to that of the local minimum (how high 

V(x1,y.) is above the local minimum), the constraint on the 

variance of the driving term xy and finally on the relative 

stability or response of the plant. 

In the invariant imbedding estimator the estimation 

process is entirely separate from the plant. Hence any 

action of the estimator has no influence on y. In contrast 

the combined stochastic controller is coupled to the plant 

by the portion of the driving term which is fed to the 

plant. This portion depends on the slope of L(x) at ̂ x^ and 

the P term derived for V(x,y,). In other words the control 

to the plant depends on the estimation process. It turns 

out that when the observer thinks that estimation possi

bilities are good in some region then the control becomes 

small in an effort to keep the state in that region. When 

x^ is in a region judged poor for estimation then the 

control becomes larger, approaching the value given by the 

on-line suboptimal controller. 
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The remarks above are best clarified by considering 

the first order case. The plant is described by a single 

differential equation 

x = a(x,t) + w + u 

where w is the control to the system and u is some unknown 
T 

input, or noise. Also, w tries to minimize J°L(x)dt over 
0 

the observation time 0 to T . Lumping w and u together 

into z the equation becomes 

x = a(x,t) + z 

The measurements on x are nonlinear and are given by 

y = c(x) + v (noise) 

As mentioned previously the estimation process 

defines a surface which in the first order case is 

V(x,y) - L(x) + B(x,y) 

Once a measurement y^ is made then this value and the 

current estimate x^ define a point on the surface where a 

gradient may exist. The height of V(x^,y^) above the x,y 

plane is the penalty associated with this point. The 

purpose of the stochastic controller is to drive x^»y^ 

towards the minimum of V(x,y). Notice that this is quite 

a different objective than that of the invariant imbedding 

estimator. The invariant imbedding estimator, since it 

has no control over y^, attempts to drive x^ in a direction 

along which y is constant, toward a minimum of B(x,y^); 
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i.e., the invariant imbedding estimator is concerned with 

only the curve on B(x,y) which is defined by the 

measurement y^ and not the entire surface. The combined 

stochastic controller on the other hand is concerned with 

the entire surface V(x,y) since it has control over both 

x and y. 

An understanding of how the combined stochastic 

controller actually drives x^»y^ towards the minimum is 

better understood by considering a particular example. 

Suppose for this example that the measurements are linear 

and the noise of constant variance 

y = x + v (noise) 

and the performance index is quadratic 

L(x) = l/2x2q 

Then the surface v(x,y) becomes ' 

V(x,y) = L(x) + B(x,y) = l/2x2 q + l/2(y-x)2s 

The shape of V(x,y) is fairly complicated and is 

best understood by considering it as the sum of the surfaces 

L(x) and B(x,y). The shape of B(x,y) was considered in some 

detail in Chapter 2. In general the surface appears as a 

parabolic trough whose bottom follows the curve y = c(x), 

see Fig. 4-1. Whereas B(x,y) is obviously dependent on x 

and y, L(x) depends only on x. When the performance index 
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B(x,y) 

x 

y = c(x) 

FiS* 4-1.--Surface Corresponding to Estimation 
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is quadratic then L(x) describes a parabolic trough whose 

bottom is parallel to the y axis (Fig. 4-2). 

Notice that the minimums of both L(x) and B(x,y) 

occur along specific curves in the x,y plane rather than at 

single points. However when L(x)and B(x,y) are added to 

form V(x,y), the minimum of V(x,y) occurs at one particular 

point--the point where both L(x) and B(x,y) have minimums. 

Therefore V(x,y) appears as a cone or cup in three space 

(Fig. k-3)• The objective of the combined filter is to 

drive x^ and y^ (the current estimate and measurement) 

towards the minimum of V(x,y). This is done with appro-
9 

priate forces applied to the equations for x and x. The 

minimum of V(x,y) corresponds to satisfying both the 

estimation problem, B(x,y) = 0, and the control problem, 

L(x) = 0. Thus when the minimum of V(x,y) is reached, then 

both problems are solved. 

In light of what has been said before it seems that 

the combined stochastic controller should operate on the 

entire surface V(x,y) in determining the forcing terms on 

x and x, with the term driving parallel to the y axis 

applied to x and the term parallel to the x axis applied to 

x. This would require finding the gradient of V(x,y) with 

respect to both x and y. However this is -not how the 

stochastic controller operates at all. Instead the 

stochastic controller accomplishes the objective of moving 

x^ and y^ to the minimum of V(x,y) in another way. The 
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Fig. 4-2.--Surface Corresponding to Control 
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V(x,y) 

y 

Fig. 4-3•--Surface for Combined Estimation and Control 
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combined stochastic controller uses V(x,y) in exactly the 

same way that the invariant imbedding estimator uses 

B(x,y) . Once a measurement y^^ is received then the curve 

V(x,y^) is determined. The stochastic controller operates 

on this curve and attempts to drive x^, the current 

estimate, to the minimum of V(x,y^). The minimum of V(x,y^) 

is obviously quite different from the minimum of V(x,y). 

The saving grace is that a portion of the term driving x is 

also fed to x, pL^ is fed to x. Thus the stochastic con

troller changes y^ in an indirect manner. Each time y^ 

changes then a new curve of V(x,y^) is defined with a new 

minimum which lies closer to the minimum of V(x,y). The 

process repeats itself until the curve passes through the 

minimum of the surface. The net effect is that the 

stochastic controller drives towards the minimum of 

V(x,y). 

As an illustration suppose that for our first-order 

case that y^ results in the curves shown in Fig. k-k 

(remember that these curves are the result of the intersec

tion of the plane y = y^ with the surfaces B(x,y) and 

L(x)). Adding B(x,y^) and L(x) gives V(x,y^). Notice that 

the minimum of V(x,y^J lies between the minimums of the 

other two curves. The stochastic controller operates on 

V(x,y,), using V-(x,y.. ) and V--(x,y-) , to drive x. towards 
X X JL XX X X 

this minimum. In addition a portion of this driving term, 

pL-(x^), is fed to the actual plant--p of course is 
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Fig. k-k.--Curves of Estimation and Control Defined 
by a Particular Measurement, 
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calculated using V(x,y^), and not L(x). In this case 

pL-(x^) is negative so x decreases, and since the measure

ments are linear then tends to decrease. The new y^ in 

turn defines new operating curves (Fig. 4-5). L(x) does 

not change since it is independent of y. However B(x,y^) 

has shifted slightly to the left although its shape has 

not changed. The net result is that V(x,y^) is also 

shifted to the left and its minimum is lower. As the 

process is repeated, B(x,y^) gradually shifts over until 

its minimum lies on top of the minimum of L(x). The 

resulting V(x,y^) contains the minimum of V(x,y) and the 

forcing term on x drives x^ toward the true minimum. Thus 

although the stochastic controller operates in an indirect 

manner on y^ , the net result is to force towards the 

minimum of V(x,y), which is the desired solution to the 

estimation and control problem. 

As mentioned previously the feedback control to the 

plant, pL-(x^), depends on the estimation because p is 

calculated on the basis of V(x,y^) and not L(x). The 

actual equation for p in the combined stochastic controller 

is 

P = 2pa-(x1,t) + P2vxx**l'yl^ " ly^ 

where x^ is a particular value of x. Suppose now that the 

estimation possibilities are poor; either the noise is 

large or y is relatively insensitive to changes in x. In 
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A 

X 

Fig. 4-5. --Curves of Estimation and Control 
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this case the curve B(x,y^) is relatively flat—Bxx^xl,yl^ 

is small. Then :*"S aPProx^ma^ely the saflie as 

L--(x) and the feedback control behaves similarly to the 
xx 

on-line suboptimal controller of Chapter 3* If on the 

other hand estimation is very good then B(x,y^) changes 

rapidly--B--(x,y.. ) is large and positive. Thus V--(x,y-) 
XX X XX X 

is larger than L--(x^) and Jpj is made smaller--the control 

from the combined stochastic controller is smaller than 

that of the on-line controller. The overall effect is that 

the control tends to help the estimation. When the possi

bilities for estimation are good then the control is 

conservative, keeping x^ and thus y in the region for good 

estimation. This is good when the measurements are non

linear since there are regions where estimation is better 

than elsewhere, but it is not when the measurements are 

linear and all regions are equally good for estimation. As 

shall be shown (Example 4-6) the controller drives the 

state towards its goal along a path where estimation is 

good. When estimation is poor then the control becomes 

larger, perhaps forcing x^ to a better region. 

In the discussion of the invariant imbedding 

estimator, Section 2-3 * it was pointed out that because of 

its complex nature, B(x,y^) has in general more than one 

local minimum--the estimate can sometimes diverge to a 

wrong answer. Notice however that when L(x) is added to 

Btx^j^) that the resulting curve V(x,y^) is considerably 
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smoother, see Fig. 4-6. Thus the problem of the estimate 

diverging from the actual state is decreased. 

In the first-order case which has been considered 

in some detail, the geometric viewpoint lends insight into 

the operation and behavior of the combined stochastic 

controller. Unfortunately for higher-order cases it is 

impossible to picture such surfaces and all intuition 

fails. It is hoped however that enough feeling for the 

stochastic controller carries over from the first-order 

case. 

Now that a procedure for the estimation and control 

problem has been developed and its operation explained, the 

next step is to examine its performance in handling some 

actual problems. In the next section, several examples are 

offered which compare the methods discussed so far. 

4.6 Examples and Conclusions 

This section contains many examples of various 

types of estimation and control problems. The examples 

were programmed on a digital computer and the results are 

shown in the numerous figures. In most of the examples the 

particular problem is solved using both the separated 

stochastic controller and the combined stochastic con

troller. Thus the examples illustrate the essential 

differences and similarities between the two methods. The 

corresponding figures give a visual comparison of the two 
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X 

Fig* 4-6•--Smoothing Effect of Combined Estimation 
and Control 
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methods. The examples are all second-order systems so that 

the results are easily displayed. Each figure shows two 

curves; one curve is the actual variation of the state or 

the trajectory of the system and the other curve is the 

estimate of the trajectory. Points on the curves indicate 

equal periods of time. The crosses mark the start of the 

curves and the asterisk, the objective of the state 

trajectory. Each figure is accompanied by a brief descrip

tion of the particular problem and a discussion of the 

results. The section is concluded with a summary of the 

significant results and observations. 

Example 4-1; This example is concerned with a 

linear system and linear measurements. The system is given 

by 

x = 

-0.5 

-4 

- 0 . 2  

-1 

x + w 

where w is the feedback control to the system which is 

generated by the controller. The performance index to be 

minimized is 

OO 

I = f 1/2,1 xTQx + WTRW] dt 

0 
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where 

Q = 

10 0 

0 10 

0 . 0 1  0 

R = 

0  0 .01  

Notice that the system is unstable without control and thus 

control is needed to drive it to the origin. The optimal 

solution to this problem when the state is perfectly known, 

results in a closed-loop control law. The optimum trajec

tory of the state, x, in Fig. 4-7 is the result of applying 

this control law to the problem at hand. The value of the 

performance index at a distance of 0.1 from the origin is 

0.8l. 

When only imperfect measurements are available then 

the combined and the separated procedures are used to 

generate the control. The separated procedure uses the 

same control law as above but applies it to the estimates 

of an invariant imbedding estimator. In this example the 

imperfect measurements are linear and given by 

y = •f v (noise) 

The components of the noise, v, are statistically inde

pendent of each other and uniformly distributed. The 

variance of each component is l/l6 and thus the distribu

tion is between +0.433• On the basis of these noisy 



1-0 -10 

dist =0-1 
c r i  t c r ion  =081  

Fig. 4-7.--Optimal Trajectory for Linear System 
of Example 4-1 
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observations, the desire is to control the system so that I 

is minimized. The control is generated by two different 

procedures. The result of applying the control of the 

separated stochastic controller is shown in Fig. k-8 and 

that of the combined stochastic controller in Fig. 4-9* In 

this particular example the initial guess of^x(O) is poor. 

The curves of both figures seem to follow much the same 

pattern. However from the dots on the curves, it is 

apparent that the trajectory resulting from application of 

the combined stochastic controller travels more slowly than 

the trajectory resulting from the separated stochastic 

controller. This sluggishness is the result of the estima

tion process. Throughout the problem, estimation remains 

equally good, since the measurements are linear. As was 

stated previously and is demonstrated here, when this 

condition occurs then the control decreases. From the 

figures this results in an improvement in estimation but 

the corresponding sluggishness makes the value of I equal 

to 1.81 compared to 1.55 for the separated stochastic 

controller. 

In applying these two different procedures, the 

initial value of P was set each time to 

-1.0 0 " 

0 ~1,0. 

p(0) = 
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1-0 

d ist =01 
critn =1-55 

actual trajectory 

- 2 - 0  

Pig. 4-8.--Ex. 4-1, Trajectory and Estimate for Linear 
System and Linear Measurements, Using 

Separated Stochastic Controller 
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10 

dist = 0-1 
critn = 1-81 

- 1 - 0 -

actual trajectory 

- 2-0-

Fig. 4-9•--Ex. 4-1, Trajectory and Estimate for Linear 
Syatem and Linear Measurements, Using 

Combined Stochastic Controller 
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In both cases the estimate did not lock on until quite 

late, resulting in some initial error--the trajectories 

started in the wrong direction. Note: even though there is 

no input noise, some noise is assumed in using the separated 

stochastic controller so that the estimate locks on 

eventually even though the initial value of ̂ £(0) is not 

negative enough to force the estimate to lock on in the 

transient period. This is good practice in general because 

one can never be sure of the correct choice of_P(0). The 

error should decrease if the initial magnitude of the p 

terms is increased. Fig. 4-10 shows the change in the 

performance indices, Ig for the separated procedure and Ic 

for the combined procedure, as a function of the initial 

value of ,P(0) (the diagonal elements are made equal). In 

this figure both criterion values I and I drop as the 
s c 

initial value of P becomes more negative. I however is 
s 

always smaller than I for any initial value of P(o). 
c 

Remember that the control developed by the combined 

stochastic controller is also a function of P. Therefore A* 

even though the estimate locks on sooner, than for smaller 

values of £(0), the initial control also becomes larger and 

forces the trajectory more strongly in the wrong direction. 

The value of I begins to rise once the error due to the c 

initial control takes effect. In fact when the value of 

the diagonal terms of £(0) is -50 (not shown on the figure) 

then I is 2.51* The minimum value of I is about 1.27t c c 



Ir jcombined stochastic controller 

15, separated 

stochastic controller 

IOJ optimal value 

-12 -10 - 6  -8 -14 -4 

initial value of p terms 
Fig. 4-10.—Ex. 4-1, Value of Performance Indices as a Function of the 

Initial Value of P 
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near -15• The separated stochastic controller is under no 

such handicap since its control is independent of estima

tion. The value of I continues to decrease towards I as 
s o 

P(0) becomes more negative; at -50, I is .86. If P(0) 
s 

becomes too negative however, I rises because the estimate 

then tries to follow the observation noise. 

Example 4-2: This example is identical to the first 

example with the exception that j*(0), the initial guess of 

x(0), is much better than before. The results are shown in 

Figs. 4-11 and 4-12 respectively. For each stochastic 

controller the diagonal elements of^P(O) were set at -5• 

From the figures this value is apparently too small since 

the estimates do not approach the actual states very 

rapidly. 

It is interesting that the results of the two dif

ferent stochastic controllers should agree so well. The 

trajectories are nearly identical although the trajectory 

for the combined stochastic controller is slower (notice 

the dots) than that of the separated stochastic controller. 

The values of the performance indices are near to the 

theoretical minimum. The separated stochastic controller 

gives a value of 0.8l which for two significant digits is 

equal to the minimum. The performance index for the 

combined stochastic controller is 0.86, the slightly high 

value arising from the slower trajectory. This example 
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lti o 

1 0  

dist =0-1 
cri tn = 0-81 

4 0 -

actual 
trajectory 

-20-

Pig. (*-11.—Ex. k-2f Trajectory and Estimate for Linear 
System with Linear Measurements, Using the Separated 

Stochastic Controller 
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1-0 

1-0 -1-0 

dist = 0-1 
critn =0-86 

estimate 

actual 
trajectory 

Fig. 4-12.--Ex. k-2y Trajectory and Estimate for Linear 
System with Linear Measurements, Using the 

Combined Stochastic Controller 
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shows that when the initial guess of jx is fairly good, the 

results are excellent. 

Example 4-3: This example is also identical to the 

first example except that the measurements are now non

linear. The measurements are given by 

-2(x^+x^-l) 

y  =  + V 

The measurement y^ tells the observer that the state is on 

a particular circle and y^ gives the value of • However 

this information does not uniquely determine the actual 

state. In this problem these are two points which satisfy 

any particular value of y; they are symmetric with respect 

to the x„ axis. Thus it is impossible to determine on 

which side of the x^ axis is the actual state. It is 

possible that the estimate may follow the wrong point. 

This is exactly the case in Fig. 4-13, which is the result 

of applying the combined stochastic controller to the 

system. Here the estimate and the state both start on the 

same side of the x0 axis (the initial guess of x(0) is the 

same as in example l) but before the estimate can satisfy 

y^ and y^, the trajectory has crossed over to the other 

side. Consequently when the estimate does lock on, it 

follows the wrong point. The numbers on the circles give 
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estimate 

actual 
t ra jec to ry  

Pig. 4-13*--Ex. 4-3» Trajectory and Estimate for Linear 
System and Nonlinear Measurements, Using the 

Combined Stochastic Controller 
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the value of c^(x) (the value of y^ before noise is added) 

there; for instance when the state is on the outermost 

circle shown, then the value of c^(x) is O. 368 .  With the 

level of noise in this problem, little value is placed on 

any value of y^ less than 0.6; the noise drowns out lesser 

values. Consequently no attempt is made to reach the 

correct circle until the trajectory reaches a circle with 

a higher value. In the meantime the estimate shows little 

reluctance to leave its present circle; i.e., the estimate 

of c,(x), which is cn(x), stays fairly constant until c,(x) 1 ~ 1 — * JL ~ 

overcomes the noise. Thus in Fig. 4-13 the estimate 

follows a circle in locking on to x^• 

Figure k-lk shows the result of the application of 

the separated stochastic controller to the problem. The 

estimate again travels around on a circle in adjusting x . 
4mt 

Now however, the estimate is faster in responding to y^ so 

that when the state reaches the 1.0 circle the estimate is 

close enough so that it follows the correct point. The 

failure of the combined stochastic controller in Fig. 4-13 

to lock on to the correct point can be placed on the slow

ness of the estimate in forcing to x^. Thus in this 

particular example the separated stochastic controller 

forces a successful conclusion to the problem while the 

combined stochastic controller fails. 

The reader should not conclude from this example 

that the separated stochastic controller always follows the 
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distl=0-1 
critVi =1-1 

ual 
trajectory 

—2-0 

Fig. k-lb.--Ex. 4-3» Trajectory and Estimate for Linear 
System and Nonlinear Measurements, Using the 

Separated Stochastic Controller 
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correct trajectory and the combined stochastic controller 

always follows its image. A different choice of initial 

conditions can change the situation. For instance, an 

initial choice of £(0) which more closely represents x(0) 

may cause both stochastic controllers to follow the correct 

trajectory. On the other hand a worse choice of j§(0) may 

cause the estimates of both stochastic controllers to 

diverge from the correct trajectory. 

Example 4-4: Here the system is decidedly non

linear while the measurements are linear. The system is 

described by 

+ w 

The performance index and measurements are the same as in 

Example 4-1. There is no additional complication in the 

calculation of the combined stochastic controller and its 

results are shown in Fig. 4-15, for initial conditions 

identical to those in the first example. Remember however 

that the separated stochastic controller uses a control law 

which is derived for the case of perfect information. When 

the .system is linear then this control law is closed-loop 

optimal. However when the system is nonlinear the optimal 

control is very difficult to find. Even then it may be an 

open-loop procedure which is very undesirable for the 

- 2x-

x = 

xlx2 
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estimate 

1-0 -1-0 

1-0 • 

actual 
trajectory 

-2-0 

Fig. 4-15.--Ex. Trajectory and Estimate for Nonlinear 
System with Linear Measurements, Using the 

Combined Stochastic Controller 
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stochastic control problem. Therefore a suboptimal closed-

loop control such as the one developed in Chapter 3 is used 

as the controller in the separated stochastic controller. 

The resulting trajectories are shown in Fig. 4-16. The 

initial value of R is set to zero so that the initial 

control is also zero. This keeps the trajectory from 

heading in the wrong direction until the estimate is in the 

correct quadrant. The value of the criterion at 0.1 units 

from the origin is 1.22 compared to 1. 4l for the combined 

procedure. 

Example 4-5' In the previous examples the objective 

has always been the minimization of the integral of a 

quadratic form. The discussion in the chapter has also been 

limited to this particular case. This example shows that 

the combined stochastic controller is also applicable to 

the maximization problem. The previous minimization 

problem is readily transferred to the maximization problem 

by changing the sign of Q. The performance index then 

becomes 

T 

I = / 1/2(-x^Qx + w^Rw)dt 

0 

where JR and Q are defined as before. The system is also 

the same linear system of Example 4-1 with identical initial 

values of x(0) and x(0). In other words, the objective is 

to force x away from the origin. Figure 4-17 is the result 
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estimate 

-1-0 

dist=0-1 
critn = 1-22 

• • - 1 - 0  

actual 
trajectory 

••-20 ^ -

Fig. 4-16.—Ex. 4-4, Trajectory and Estimate for Nonlinear 
System with Linear Measurements, Using the 

Separated Stochastic Controller 
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Fig. 4-17.—Ex. 4-5, Trajectory and Estimate 4 _u tory «ov*iuavo i^xn 
System and Linear Measurements, Using*the^ombined 

Stochastic Controller in a Maximization Problem 

for Linear 
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of the combined stochastic controller on the system. The 

only change in the stochastic controller equations is the 

sign of Q. 

The previous examples have done little to show the 

essential differences between the separated and combined 

stochastic controllers. Theoretically the combined 

stochastic controller gives a control which depends on 

estimation; the control attempts to improve estimation. 

Outside the fact that the trajectory of the combined 

stochastic controller is slower than that of the separated 

stochastic controller for linear measurements, this has yet 

to be demonstrated. The following example has been 

designed to illustrate these differences. 

Example k-6; The plant in this example is the 

linear system of Example 4-1. The measurement of the state 

is a scalar function of x1 and x_. 
X M 

** (x^+x^-l ) /2 
y = c (^c) + v = lOe + v 

The noise is uniformly distributed between +0.866. 

Geometrically c(x) appears in the phase plane as a large 

bell centered over the origin. The measurement that is 

made of x is given by the height of this bell at that point 

on the phase plane. Unfortunately the measurement does not 

correspond to a unique point. In fact the only information 

given about x from this measurement is that it lies 
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somewhere on a particular circle which is centered at the 

origin. There is no way of telling where the state is on 

this circle. 

The objective of the controller is to drive the 

plant to the point (l,l) on the phase plane. The plant is 

initially at (-1.5i~2) and the initial guess £(0) of x(0) 

is exact. Figures 4-l8 and k-19 show the results for the 

separated and combined stochastic controllers respectively. 

Obviously there is a great deal of difference between the 

two figures. The trajectory of the separated stochastic 

controller heads directly for the goal, independently of 

how c(x) behaves. The estimate meanwhile stays locked on 

to the actual state. However the behavior of the trajec

tory for the combined stochastic controller depends 

drastically on c(x). When the trajectory approaches a 

region where the gradient is large then the trajectory 

follows a circular path towards the goal rather than a 

straight line. This circular path comes from the reluc

tance of the stochastic controller to leave a region where 

estimation is good; i.e., estimation is the best when the 

gradient of c(x) is at its maximum. To show this consider 

a side view of the bell described by c(jx) (Fig. 4-20). For 

A1 12 2 equal error distances of x from x and x from x , the * ^ AS A/ ' 

error signal of the former is much larger simply because 

c(x) changes rapidly in the region near x*, as evidenced by 
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actual trajectory 
and estimate 

• • -2-0 

Fig. k-l8.--Ex. 4-6, Trajectory and Estimate of Linear 
System with Scalar Nonlinear Measurement, Using the 

Separated Stochastic Controller 
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height 

actual trajectory 
and estimate 

• • -2-0 

Fig- 4-19•—Ex. 4-6, Trajectory and Estimate of Linear 
System with Scalar Nonlinear Measurement, Using the 

Combined Stochastic Controller 
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Fig. 4-20.--Surface Deacribed by Measuring Process 
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the gradient. Therefore the best regions for estimation 

are where the gradient is largest. 

From Fig. 4-19 it is seen that the control tries 

to keep the trajectory in the region of good estimation, 

where the gradient is large, once it has been reached. The 

operation of the control for the combined stochastic 

controller is best explained with the help of Fig. 4-21. 

Here x is trying to reach point A. The gradient of c($) 

points in a direction not necessarily toward A. The normal 

control vector developed by the separated stochastic 

controller drives the point x (and thus x if x is a good A' ^ 

estimate) directly toward A. The component of v along the 

x^ axis is the portion of the control driving x^. The 

operation of the combined stochastic controller is to take 

this control vector and emphasize the component perpen

dicular to the gradient vector while reducing the 

component which is parallel to the gradient vector. This 

operation is performed by the P matrix and depends on the 

actual magnitude of the gradient. The adjustment of the 

control vector is directly proportional to the magnitude of 

the gradient. The resulting control vector does not point 

directly toward A but drives the state in an indirect path 

where estimation is good, where the gradient of c($) 

remains large. 

In this example it certainly appears that the 

combined estimation and control scheme should help to 
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Fig. 4-21.—Geometric Effect of the Combined Stochastic Controller on 
the Control Vector 
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improve estimation with some increase in the value of the 

performance index (approximately 50% in this example)* 

However the separated stochastic controller appears to 

estimate as well as the combined stochastic controller. 

This is because the input noise is rapidly varying as well 

as uniformly distributed. The effect of the input noise is 

thus small. 

This example shows that the combined stochastic 

controller does indeed control the system in an effort to 

improve estimation. However the combined stochastic 

controller is successful in this attempt only if the esti

mate is already close to the state. Estimation is not 

improved if x is significantly far from x. In other words 

the combined stochastic controller does not improve the 

locking on capabilities of the estimate although it does 

act to keep the estimate locked on once it has found the 

state. Consider for example the same problem with an 

initial estimate x(0) which is not exact. The choice of A/ 

x(0) is also different. If the combined stochastic con

troller attempts to drive the state to the (1,1) point, the 

result is Fig. k-22. It appears from the abrupt bend in 

the 3^ trajectory that the stochastic controller is again 

trying to keep x in a region of good estimation. However 

since this control is based on the position of £ and not x, 
1 /V «-v ' 

the result is to drive x, into a region where estimation is 

even worse. Thus for this particular example the combined 
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estimate 

Fig. 4-22.—Ex. 4-6, Trajectory and Estimate for Linear 
System and Scalar Nonlinear Measurement, Using the 

Combined Stochastic Controller and a Poor Guess 
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stochastic controller inadvertently acts to worsen estima

tion. The conclusion is that estimation is not improved 

unless the estimate is already following the state. 

The conclusions to be drawn from the previous 

examples are summarized as follows. The combined 

stochastic controller controls the plant in an effort to 

keep the state in regions for good estimation while driving 

the plant to its ultimate goal which is the minimization 

of the performance index. Thus the control generated by 

the combined stochastic controller depends on estimation 

and is in fact a compromise between estimation and the 

minimization of the performance index. On the other hand 

the separated stochastic controller generates a control 

which is independent of the estimation process, although 

it depends of course on the estimate which is generated. 

The combined stochastic controller is successful in 

its attemptk to improve estimation only if the estimate is 

already near to the state and if there are regions where 

estimation is better than elsewhere. The latter condition 

occurs only with nonlinear measurements, since only then 

does c (x) change with x. The regions where c (x) is 

largest are the regions of the best estimation. When the 

measurements are linear, then c^tx) is the same everywhere. 

Thus the separated stochastic controller is not penalized 

by ignoring the estimation process. However the action of 
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the combined stochastic controller is to slow the trajec

tory under the assumption that the state is in a region for 

good estimation. Thus the combined stochastic controller 

is generally inferior to the separated filter when linear 

measurements are available. Although the trajectories may 

follow similar paths, the sluggishness of the combined 

stochastic controller results in an increased value for the 

performance index. In this case the only advantage of 

using a combined stochastic controller is its simplicity 

over the separated stochastic controller; it is determined 

by only half as many differential equations. 

The next section considers the problem of noise 

which is state dependent. 

4.7 State Dependent Noise 

This section is concerned with state dependent 

noise, specifically noise whose variance is a known 

function of the system state. New equations for the 

invariant imbedding estimator and the combined stochastic 

controller are developed which take this dependence into 

account. However these new equations do not take into 

consideration driving terms originating from the expecta

tion of the square of the noise (which is not zero) and 

hence they cannot estimate correctly. It is therefore 

necessary to compensate for these terms in the equations. 
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The resulting equations are illustrated by an example at 

the end of the section. 

The extension of the existing equations for the 

invariant imbedding estimator and the combined stochastic 

controller to the case of state dependent noise seems to be 

a relatively straightforward procedure. During the 

development of the equations) S, is treated as j5(x) , a 

function of x instead of a constant. This results in some 

additional terms containing the derivatives of JfCx) in the 

equations. Notice that this process assumes that ̂ (x) is a 

known function of x. 

The state dependent noise term affects the form of 

the equations for the invariant imbedding estimator, Eq. 

(2-2-5)» and the combined stochastic controller, Eq.— 

(k-k-l). The old form of each is repeated for convenience 

along with the new form. For the invariant imbedding 

estimator, the old form with noise of constant variance is 

x = a(5,t) - PcTs(y-c(x)) o/ —'X^ f *+ 

(4-7-1) 

P = PAT + AAP - P|CAS (y-c (x) ) P - R 
~ —X — -'X'" -C ~ ~ A ~ — J X 

For noise with state dependent variance the equations 

become 
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x = a(x,t) + P[-CAS(x,T)(y-c(x)) M ^ <« I ^ «6 /V/ 

+ 1/2(y-c(x))TSA(y-c(x))J 
^ *W ^ A* ^ | J 

P = Pal + aAP + P -c|s(x,t)(y-c(x)) 
<~t /"X ~*X~' I — 3C~^ ^ ~ 

L — 

. + l/2(y-c(x))TSA(y-c(x)) P - R_1 
X- <— /~>x X. .— A 

• ~ J  X 

The term SA is an m by m matrix whose elements are in turn 
^ X /W 

1 by n vectors. For example the element in the ito row and 

jto column, s*ij is 

B£iJ = KiS^' sij^2' 3ij4m] 

s. . is the ijib element of the matrix S(x,t) and s . .a is 
xj ~ ~ 

its derivative with respect to x^ , etc. 

For the combined stochastic controller, the old 

form with noise of constant variance is 

)) + PL'S 
~ x % = * £[-£|s'y-£(2 

I L "* 

T 
P = PaA + uaP + 

(4-7-3) 

p. - Q"1 

When the variance of the noise is state dependent then the 

combined stochastic controller becomes 
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X = a(x,t) + P |-CAS,(X) (y-c (x) ) 

+ l/2(y-c(x))^S*(y-c(x)) + PLA 

P = Pa/\ + a/\P + P < <>V STS LAA + I -CAS(x)(y-c(x)) [-c|s(£)(z-

l/2(y-c(£) )TS,(Z-c(|) )1 ̂  
J x 

(4-7-^) 

>p" s"1 

. 

Notice that the only change in the equations is the 

addition of sotne terms containing the derivatives of £(!$) . 

The affect of these additional terms is best seen in the 

first-order case. Consider the scalar form of the 

invariant imbedding estimator. 

A / A \ x = a(x) + p £ l/2s^[y-c (x)j 2 - s (x) c A £y-c (&)[j j 

P = 2PAA + p2 £1/2SAA[y-c(x)j 2 - 2s AC A [y-c (x)] 

^X )C A A [y-c(x)] j - 1/p 

(4-7-5) 

+ s (x) CA - s (: 

The dependence of s(x) on x has resulted in an additional 

^ r T 2 term in the x equation. This term is l/2ps/> y-c(x) . 

Suppose for illustration that SA is always positive; i.e., 

that the level of the noise decreases as x increases. Then 

since p is negative this new term adds a negative driving 

term to x if c(x) is not equal to y. However, the objective 

of the estimator is not to follow y exactly with c(x) 
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because y is corrupted with noise. The objective is to 

follow c(x). When x is following x exactly, then 

E £ [y-c(£)]2 j = E ^V 2+2V £c (X)-c (X) j + £ c (x )-c (x)j 2 | 

or 

E^[y-c(x)|2| = E [v2] = l/s(x) 

Suppose at the moment that x = x. The expected value of 

the correction term on x should be zero. The only term 

driving x should be a(x,t). The expected value of 

ps(X)CA£y-c(x)j is zero. But the expected value of 

l/2psA^y-c(x)j2 is 1/2PSA/S(X). Thus x is driven away from 

x. The conclusion is that the estimator cannot follow x 

with this new term. The same is also true of the combined 

stochastic controller. 

This result is surprising as well as disappointing. 

Theoretically these equations should give an x which 

follows x. Remember however that the estimator was derived 

by essentially ignoring all noise effects. Only the 

weighting matrix on the quadratic form reflected the 

variance of the noise. From the initial performance index 

to the final form the problem was treated in a deterministic 

manner. The resulting estimator works for noise of constant 

variance because only terms of (y-c(£)) appear in the 

estimator equations. The expected value of this term is 

(c(x)-c(x)) and the effect of the noise does not appear. 
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However when state dependent noise is used then terms of 

2 
(y-c(x)) appear. The expected value is then 

E^[y-c(x)J2̂  = [c(x)-c(x)]2 + E ̂ v2j 
+ 2E ̂ v£c(x)-c(&)J ̂  

2 The expected value of v is not zero but l/s(x). Thus the 

noise introduces a "phantom" term into the estimator 

equations which accounts for the deviation of £ from x. 

The effect of this "phantom" term may be eliminated 

by subtracting the appropriate value from the estimator 

equations whenever (y-c(x)) appears; i.e., by replacing 

2 A 2 (y-c(x)) with (y-c(x)) -l/s(x) wherever this term appears. 

The observer however does not know the exact value of s(x) 

and so must approximate it by s(x). The replacement for 

(y-c(x))2 thus becomes (y-c(x))2-l/s(x). This correction 

term still does not account for any coupling which may 

exist between v and (c(x)-c(x)); notice that x depends 

somewhat on v and x depends on £ through the feedback 

control. However this term should be small if $ % x. In 

the case when x is a poor estimate of x then s(x) is like

wise a poor estimate of s(x) and the correction term is 

poor anyway. 

Thus the corrected invariant imbedding estimator in 

the scalar case becomes 
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sA/s(&) 

(4-7-6) 

X = a(x) • p j\/2SA^y-c (x)j 2 

- s(x)c* £y-c(ac)] j 

p = 2paA + p2 |\/2S£A[V-C(£)J 2 - 1/2SA£/S(£) 

- 2sAC^Jy-c (x) j + s(x)c| - s (x) c^£ |y-c ($)j j - 1/p 

In the vector case the equations for the invariant 

imbedding estimator are 

5 » a(x,t) + P^-c|s(x,t)(y-c(^) ) 

T 
+ l/2(y-c(x)) TSA(Y-C(X)) - 1/2SAS _ 1  (X,t) 

P = Pa a + a/iP + P -c AS(x,T)(y-c(x)) 

T 
+ l/2(y-c (x) )TS yj(y-c (x) ) - l/2S/\S 1 (x,t) 

X/ <V ~ X ~ ~ X"" 

(4-7-1?) 

P - R"1 

A X 

Likewise the correction for the combined stochastic 

controller with state dependent noise is 

x = a,( x, t ) + V 

+ 1/2(y-c(x))TSA(^-C(X)) - 1/2S^S_1 (x) 

P = ̂  4 L̂ [~-S (̂̂ ) (X~£(5) } 
ft 

• - l/agjT1 ( («)] 

T 
+ PLA 
^ x 

(4-7-8) 

P - Q"1 
A \ ~ X 
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The following example serves to illustrate the 

preceding remarks. This example is concerned *»ith an 

estimation and control problem similar to the ones pre

ceding this section. The plant is a second order linear 

system 

x. = 

-0.5 

-k 

-0.2 

-1 

"x, " 
1 

x„ . 2. 

+ u + w 

where is the control to be found and u is input noise of 

constant variance 

M • 
1/16 o 

o 1/16 

The goal is to control the plant with w such that the 

performance index I is minimized. I is given by 

1 = 1  l / 2 [ " x ^ Q x  +  w ^ P w  1 d t  

0 

where 

Q = 

10 

10 

5 2 = 

0.01 

o 0 . 0 1  

The observer takes linear measurements on the state 

variables of the plant, 
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x, 

y = + V 

where v is the measurement noise. The variance of this A/ 

noise is state dependent, 

f=l • 
f (x) 

0 

0 

f ( x) 

= S"1(x) 

where 

f(x) = .Ole 
2o[x^+(x2-l)2-l] 

From a geometrical viewpoint the variance depends on the 

square of the distance of the system state from a unit 

circle which is centered at (0,1) in the state space. When 

the plant is on the unit circle the variance has a minimum 

value of 0.01. As the plant leaves the unit circle, the 

variance grows exponentially. 

On the basis of these noisy measurements the 

observer must formulate a control vector w such that I is A/ 

minimized. The problem is solved by two suboptimal 

procedures, the combined stochastic controller and the 

separated stochastic controller. Actually the problem is 

solved three times by each stochastic controller, corre

sponding to three different forms of each. First the 

problem is submitted to the uncorrected version of the 
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stochastic controller. Next the corrected version is 

applied. Finally the variance is treated as a time varying 

function which is independent of the state, where S,(t) is 

found by S,(t) = jS(j£) . Since £(t) is treated as independent 

of x (or £) then there are no terms involving the deriva

tives of S in the stochastic controller. Thus the 

stochastic controller is the same as in the original case 

when S was constant except that S(t) is substituted for S. A/ r 

This latter form should show any advantage of considering 

as being state dependent. . 

The results are shown in Figs. 4-23 to 4-28. 

Figures 4-23 to 4-25 pertain to the separated stochastic 

controller and Figs. 4-26 to 4-28 to the combined 

stochastic controller. Within each of the two subgroups 

the figures are arranged in the following manner; the first 

figure is associated with the uncorrected version; the 

second figure gives the results for the corrected version; 

and the third figure corresponds to the conventional 

stochastic controller where is considered to be only time 

varying. 

Figures 4-23 and 4-26 show, as predicted, that the 

uncorrected stochastic controllers given by Eq. (4-7-2) and 

Eq. (4-7-4) cannot follow the actual state even when the 

initial estimate is perfect. In each case the estimate 

diverges and finally heads towards the (0,1) point. Since 

the control operates on this estimate the actual state 
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actual 
trajectory 

0-5 1 0  

Fig. 4-23*--State Dependent Noise, Result of the 
Uncorrected Separated Stochastic Controller 
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actual 
trajectory 

1-.0 0:5 

criterion = 0-29 

Pig. 4-24.--State Dependent Noise, Result of the 
Corrected Separated Stochastic Controller 
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actual 
trajectory 

0 1-.0. 

crit<2rion= 0-29 

Fig. *1-25 • --Result of Treating Noise as Time Varying 
and Using Separated Stochastic Controller 
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X2 

ctuar / 
trajectory 

0-5 1-0 

Fig. 4-26.--State Dependent Noise, Result of Using 
Uncorrected Combined Stochastic Controller 

Using 
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x2 

estimate 

0 5 -

actual 
trajectory 

1-0 
—•—* 

05 —»— 0 

criterion = 0-41 

Fig. 4-27-—State Dependent Noise, Result of Using 
Corrected Combined Stochastic Controller 
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actual 
trajectory 

0-.5 

criterion = 0-41 

Fig. 4-28•--Result of Treating Noise as Time Varying 
and Using the Combined Stochastic Controller 
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behaves erratically also. It is interesting that both 

procedures give such similar, although wrong, results. 

When the same stochastic controllers with the 

correction terms given by Eq. (4-7-7) and Eq. (4-7-8) are 

applied to the problem, Figs. 4-24 and 4-27 are the result. 

From these figures it is apparent that the corrected 

versions for state dependent noise perform estimation very 

well. With good estimation the goal, the origin of the 

phase plane, is also reached in short order. 

Finally, the stochastic controllers which were 

derived for noise whose variance is independent of the 

state, are used for estimation and control. The results 

are given in Figs. 4-25 and 4-28 for the separated and 

combined stochastic controllers respectively. In this 

case the variance of the measurement noise is treated as 

time varying in the filter equations although it is 

actually found by £(t) = £(£) * This latter test should 

show the merit which exists in considering Sj, as being state 

dependent; i.e., if it is advantageous to consider S as 

being state dependent rather than merely time varying, then 

the results in Figs. 4-25 and 4-28 should be inferior to 

those in Figs. 4-24 and 4-27 respectively. From a visual 

inspection no such inferiority is apparent. In fact the 

differences between Figs. 4 - 2 4  and 4 - 2 5  and between 4 - 2 7  

and 4-28 are practically nil. This might be expected in 

the case of the separated stochastic controllers since the 
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initial guess is exact and the control law is the same for 

both types of separated filters. However for the combined 

stochastic controllers the control laws are different and 

the results of both types of combined stochastic controllers 

cannot be expected to agree so well with each example as 

they do here. 

The equations for the invariant imbedding estimator and the 

combined stochastic controller, in the case of state 

dependent noise, Eq. (4-7-2) and Eq. (4-7-4), cannot esti

mate because of driving terms arising from the variance of 

the measurement noise. This is supported by Figs. 4-23 and 

4-26. Once these terms are compensated then they behave 

satisfactorily. Unfortunately such compensation is 

accurate only if the estimate is close to the actual state 

so that jj(x) • -*-n the example presented here there 

is little difference in the results between developments 

which treat as a function of state and those treating it 

as a function of time. This result cannot be expected in 

general for the combined stochastic controller. 

measurement noise which is dependent on the state of the 

system. It is also possible to have input noise u which is 

a function of the state, such that 

The above paragraphs are summarized as follows. 

The above paragraphs have been concerned with 
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However the equations derived by treating R * as a function 

of x have exactly the same form as the previous derivations 

with R ^(x) replacing R ^. 

k.8 Summary 

The chapter is concerned with the combined estima

tion and control problem. Actually it investigates two 

suboptimal solutions to the problem which arise from the 

application of two different stochastic controllers, the 

separated stochastic controller and the combined stochastic 

controller. 

The separated stochastic controller is a common 

suboptimal procedure for treating the combined estimation 

and control problem. The separated procedure treats the 

problem by splitting it into two different problems; the 

estimation problem is solved separately from the control 

problem. The estimation is performed with an invariant 

imbedding estimator. The controller is found by solving 

the optimal control problem with the assumption of no 

noise and perfect state information. The control input to 

the actual plant is the result of the controller operating 

on the output of the estimator; the estimates are treated 

as the actual states. The separated procedure is optimum 

when the system and measurements are linear, the noise is 

white and gaussian, and the performance index is quadratic. 
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The control law Is Independent of the estimation 

process in the separated stochastic controller. This is no 

limitation in the case of linear measurements since all 

regions of the state space are equally as good for estima

tion purposes. However, if the measurements are nonlinear 

then there may be some regions where estimation is better 

than others; i.e., there may be a path for the state 

trajectory, along which estimation is better than other 

paths. In this case the separated procedure is suboptimal 

because the control ignores these.regions. 

The main contribution of the thesis is the develop

ment of a new suboptimal stochastic controller, the 

combined stochastic controller. The combined stochastic 

controller is derived by solving the estimation and control 

problems together. The resulting procedure is specified by 

approximately half as many differential equations as the 

separated stochastic controller. In addition the control 

law is dependent on the estimation process; i.e., the 

controller tries to drive the trajectory towards i.ts goal 

along a path which is good for estimation. The controller 

is successful in this attempt only when the estimate is 

near the actual state. This is because the controller 

operates on c(x) in determining the control. When jc(x) is 

not a good representation of jc(x), then the controller may 

drive the state into a poorer region. Thus the combined 
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stochastic controller acts to keep the estimate locked on 

to the state but does not improve the locking on capa

bilities . 

The chapter concludes by considering noise which is 

state dependent. Specifically, the variance of the noise 

is assumed to be a known function of the state. Input 

noise which is state dependent is no complication, but 

state dependent measurement noise changes the stochastic 

controller equations with the addition of more terms. It 

is found that the new versions of the separated and com

bined stochastic controllers cannot estimate properly due 

to driving terms arising from the variance of the noise. 

However with the addition of compensating terms, estima

tion is performed correctly. 

Although the examples in this chapter are concerned 

with noise whose components are uncorrelated (S""^ and R-^" 

are diagonal), the theory is also applicable to problems 

where the noise components may be correlated. The only 

restriction is that and R be nonsingular. 



CHAPTER 5 

DIFFERENTIAL GAMES WITH IMPERFECT INFORMATION 

g.l Introduction 

In this chapter the techniques of estimation and 

control which were developed in the earlier chapters are 

applied to differential games (7> 8). A differential game 

is similar to any other game in that the object is to 

minimize or maximize some payoff. In addition, however, a 

player's move is dictated by a differential equation. The 

most interesting and intriguing types of games which come 

to mind are rendezvous games and pursuit and evasion games, 

referred to from now on as vehicle games. Although there 

are some other interesting kinds of differential games, the 

chapter is only concerned with the previous kinds. Further, 

the discussion is limited to two person games, although the 

theory is applicable to games with many players. 

Vehicle games consist of two vehicles or players 

whose motion in space is described by differential equa

tions. As in any game each player tries to maximize or 

minimize some quantity termed the payoff, which determines 

the value of the game to the players. The payoff in 

vehicle games is some function of the distance between the 

two vehicles. By adjusting the amount and direction of the 
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control applied to his vehicle (fuel) thrust, etc.) a 

player changes the distance between his own vehicle and his 

opponent's and thus affects the payoff. In rendezvous both 

players are cooperating to minimize the payoff while in 

pursuit and evasion the players are uncooperative; one 

attempts to minimize the payoff while the other tries to 

maximize. To accomplish these goals, the optimal control 

for each player must be found. As shall be seen, the 

methods of the previous chapters can be used to solve the 

differential games. 

The theory for differential games has been well 

formulated by Rufus Isaacs (8). Although developed 

independently, the theory is essentially a slight complica

tion of Pontryagin's method. The results (extremal solu

tions) are in the form of two-point boundary value problems 

which are difficult to solve in the general case. 

Unfortunately the theory requires that each player 

have precise information about his own and his opponent's 

state. In the much more interesting and practical situa

tion, only imperfect observations (linear or nonlinear 

measurements) of the states are available and the noise 

corrupting the measurements is dependent on the state of 

the vehicles. How does the optimal control differ in this 

case? It seems evident that the new control should be one 

which attempts to improve estimation as well as achieve the 

goal of minimizing (maximizing) the payoff. 
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The purpose of this chapter is to apply the 

results of the previous chapters in an attempt to solve 

the problem of vehicle games with perfect and imperfect 

information. The chapter is arranged in the following 

manner. First the problem is formulated for the 

rendezvous game and then solved assuming perfect informa

tion. Next the rendezvous game with imperfect information 

is considered. Two different methods of attack are 

presented, both suboptimal. The first is the separated 

method in which estimation and control are performed. 

separately. The second is the combined procedure which 

performs estimation and control at the same time. These 

different methods are then compared by some interesting 

examples simulated on a digital computer. Finally the 

pursuit and evasion problem is investigated for perfect and 

imperfect information using the same methods as above. 

Now, however, the conflicts between estimation and control 

cause the combined procedure to fail. An example of a 

pursuit and evasion game concludes the chapter. 

5»2 Formulation of the Problem 

The control problems in the previous chapters can 

be considered as one person differential games where the 

player tries to minimize some performance index. The two 

person differential game is similar to the one person game 

with the obvious distinction of two players instead of one. 
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The objective in this case is one in which both players 

participate. The goals of the two players may or may not 

be the same. One player may try to maximize the objective 

while the other minimizes, or both may try to minimize. 

The types of differential games considered here are vehicle 

games in which two vehicles or players are trying to 

rendezvous, or one is pursuing and the other evading. The 

rendezvous problem is treated first. 

As stated above the motion of the vehicles is 

determined by differential equations. The two players are 

distinguished as player 1 and player 2. The differential 

equations describing player l's vehicle are 

. 1  1 / 1  x = a (x*",t) + w1 

1 
where x is an n^ by 1 vector expressing the state of the 

vehicle. If the dimension of the medium is n then n of the 

n^ states must be coordinates of the position of the 

vehicle. The control, w"'", is an n, by 1 vector that player 
^ 1 

1 applies to his vehicle to achieve his goal. 

In the same manner differential equations describing 

player 2*s vehicle are 

2  2 ,  2  . v  2  x  = a l x , t ) + w  A/ M/ «/ 

2 
where x is an n„ by 1 vector, n dimensions of which 

£ 

express the physical location of the vehicle in the same 
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2 manner as above, and vr is an n^ by 1 vector which is the 

control applied by player 2 to achieve his goal. 

To avoid end condition payoffs the objective is 

expressed as the integral of a function of the distance 

between the two players. This places a continuing value on 

the game and is, easily handled by the imbedding procedure. 

No way in which end condition payoffs can be treated has 

yet been found. The control or fuel which each player is 

using to achieve his goal is also limited in power via a 

quadratic form constraint as in the previous chapter. The 

performance index for the rendezvous problem is thus written 

as 

T 
r *1 jrSi 1 2 * T , 1 2 v 1T

S1 1 2T
52 21,. I - / 1/2 (x -x ) Q(x -x)+w Rw + w Rw I dt 

0 

Here Q is a diagonal matrix with n non-zero elements. The 

term (x^-x^)^Q(x'''-x^) is related to the distance between 

players 1 and 2. If all of the diagonal elements of JQ are 

equal, then the quadratic form is linearly related to the 

square of the distance between player 1 and player 2. The 

-1 -2 matrix R is n, by n, and R is an n„ by nn matrix. Both 
1 J 1 2 J 2 

players try to minimize I and the problem is to find w^ and 

w^ to accomplish this goal. 
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5»3 Solution for Perfect Information 

As defined above this problem is a special differ

ential game problem with perfect information. The general 

problem has been investigated in great detail by Isaacs. 

His solution for regions free of singular surfaces (extremal 

solution) is all that the thesis shall be concerned with. 

The key to solving the differential game problem is 

to consider the two different systems (player 1 and player 

2) as one system, which alone is trying to minimize the 

performance index. The new system is 

x = a(x,t) + w (5-2-1) 

where the following substitutions have been made. 

1~ 1 a (x ,t; l" 
X 

1 a (x ,t; w 

II ; a(x,t ) = ; w = ' —« 
2 2/ 2 . v a (x ,t) 2 

X 
2/ 2 . v a (x ,t) w 

_ />/ _ 

The new state vector is an (n^+ng) by 1 vector. Isaacs has 

shown that the problem can be reduced in order by a more 

appropriate choice of variables. Later on in the case of 

imperfect information this is not possible, and therefore 

no further simplification is attempted now. In terms of 

these new variables the performance index is rewritten as 

T 

I  =  J  1 / 2 +  v f T # v r ]  d t  ( 5 - 2 - 2 )  

0 
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where 

0 -Q 

R = 

0 -Q, s> 

Notice that to the new variables, the performance index 

appears as the integral of two quadratic forms. The 

problem now is simply to find which minimizes 1 subject 

to the constraints of the system. This is exactly the same 

problem which was solved in Chapter 3i and thus the same 

techniques developed there are applicable here. Since the 

performance index is a quadratic form the closed-loop 

optimal method is applicable if the system is linear. If 

the system is nonlinear then the suboptimal on-line proce

dure is used. Thus the two person differential game has 

been brought down to the familiar optimal control problem. 

5*4 Imperfect Information 

states of both players were known exactly by both sides. 

In real life this is often a gross assumption. Usually a 

player has only an approximate estimate of his own state 

and his opponent's, and he is in the process of taking 

noisy measurements to improve this estimate. On the basis 

of this estimate he generates a control vector for his 

vehicle. The other player has a similar problem. 

In the above problem it was assumed that the 
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The entire problem may be regarded from a single 

system point of view as above. The dynamics of the two 

vehicles describe the system as before. In addition there 

1 2 
are two sets of measurements y and y available, 

y = c (x; + v (noise) Jit 

2 2/ v 2 / . \ y = c (x) v (noise; 
At 

Using the first set of measurements y^, player 1 estimates 

the state of the system. On the basis of these estimates 

he generates the control jw^ which is fed to the system. 

2 Player 2 uses the other set of measurements y to estimate 

2 the state of the system, and then generates w which is fed 

back to the system. The total control to the system then 

1 2 
consists of w and w which were obtained by two different 

processes. 

Notice that this problem can be regarded as two 

combined estimation and control problems of the type 

discussed in Chapter 3- The interesting connection between 

the two is that they are both concerned with estimating the 

same system while controlling different parts of it. To 

either player his opponent's control is some disturbance 

to the system which must be estimated. Thus from any 

player's point of view, the differential game problem with 

imperfect information is simply a combined estimation and 

control problem. 
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There are two different ways to treat the estima

tion and control problem and both are suboptimal in the 

general case. These methods, discussed in Chapter 3i are 

the combined procedure and the separated procedure. In the 

separated procedure estimation is performed separately from 

control, while the combined method estimates and controls 

in one operation. All that remains is to actually apply 

these methods in solving the differential game with 

imperfect information. 

5. 5 Separated Procedure 

As stated previously the differential game may be 

treated as two different estimation and control problems 

which are connected via the same system. Essentially each 

player must solve an estimation and control problem. 

First look at the problem from player l*s point of 

view. Player 1 observes a plant described by (5-2-1). The 

observations are noisy and possibly nonlinear and are given 

by 

1 If * ^ 1 1 \ y = c (x) + v (noxse) x, —• •—• •—' 

With these measurements the player estimates the actual 

state of the plant. In the separated procedure of estima

tion and control, the estimation is performed via the 

invariant imbedding estimator of Chapter 2. 
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In addition, player 1 controls part of the system 

in order to minimize some desired performance index 1^. 

This performance index is 

IX = f 1/2[xT3oX + «lTgV]dt 

o 

where is the control that player 1 feeds to the plant. 

Notice, however, that the total input to the system is ̂ w, 

1 2 which includes vr and some unknown input w . To player 1, 

2 
vj is noise which must be estimated, and this can be done 

2 ]_ 
if the average variance of w is known. The control can 

be found using the methods of Chapter 3 and the performance 

index I*". This control then feeds back some linear combina

tion of the estimates, treating them as if they were the 

true state of the system. 

2 
Actually *r is not noise but some control signal 

which is constructed by another player or observer of the 

2 system. The control w as found by this player, minimizes 

2 a different performance index I 

X2 = f 1/2[XTSCX • waTR2w2] dt 

o 

If player 1 is aware that player 2 is trying to minimize 

2 
I , then he can use this additional knowledge in estimating 

2 
w . 
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2 
Specifically player 1 treats vr as a known signal 

2 
and, in fact, constructs it so that I is minimized; i.e., 

- 2  a control w is constructed by player 1 as if he were 

2 
actually using it to control the system. This pseudo vr 

— 2 (designated as ) is not the actual control that is fed to 

- 2  
the system (player 2 controls that). However does 

serve as an estimate of w^ and biases the estimate x of 

x accordingly. 

12 1 
The problem of finding w and w to minimize I and 

2 I respectively, is similar to finding w to minimize 

T 

I = J 1/2[XT£CX + wTRjj]dt 

0 

where R, w, and Q are defined as before. Notice that this 

performance index is identical to the one for perfect 

information, (5-2-2). Thus the process of finding the 

control for player 1 is identical to the procedure of 

finding the optimal control for perfect information. In 

this case however the control treats the estimates of 

player 1 as if they were the true state and only a portion 

of the control is fed back to the system. 

From player 2's viewpoint the differential game is 

also an estimation and control problem. Player 2 observes 

the performance of the same system but with a different set 

of measurements y^. 
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y2 = c2(x) + v2 (noise) 
A- ~ ^ 

In the rendezvous game the solution to player 2's problem 

is exactly the same as player l's. The estimate x of the 

system state x is determined with the invariant imbedding 

estimator. Then treating x as the true state, the control 

is found such that I, the performance index for the no 

noise case, is minimized. This control in turn is used to 

•\ 2 bias the estimate x while the portion w; is fed back to 

control the actual system. 

Notice that the above procedure can also be used to 

solve an n-person rendezvous game with imperfect informa

tion; each player uses the sequential estimator to find an 

estimate of the state and, by treating the estimate as the 

true state, finds a control w which minimizes I, the 
' /V 7 

performance index for the case of perfect information. He 

then feeds back the portion of w to the system which player 

n is supposed to determine, \jn, and uses the rest to bias 

the estimate j&. In the single person game there is only 

one player and he determines all of the control to the 

system; all of is fed to the system. Thus the single 

person differential game is exactly the estimation and 

control problem of Chapter k and vice versa. 

In the above development it was assumed that the 

actual control to the plant, was composed of known signals 

from n different players. It is possible that some noise 
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may also be added to this control, in which case the input 

to the system becomes 

z = w + u (noise) 

If the variance is known, then this noise is estimated by 

the sequential estimator in the manner of Chapter 2. 

Since in general w (the actual input) and w (a 

player's estimate of the control) differ by some amount, 

then to this player there does appear to be some noise 

driving the system (the noise is w - jj). Therefore to 

compensate for this error, some noise is always assumed to 

be present in the input "to the system and the sequential 

estimator adjusted accordingly. 

g.6 Combined Procedure 

An alternate method of treating the rendezvous game 

with imperfect information utilizes the combined stochastic 

controller. Again the total game is broken up into two 

estimation and control problems--each player is concerned 

with one of them. 

First consider the problem from player l's point of 

view. As before, on the basis of some observations y1, he 

must construct a control signal to minimize some performance 

index J, where 

T 

J .J l/23TSoXdt 

0 
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subject to constraints on the control; i.e., power 

requirements. This is accomplished with the combined 

stochastic controller derived in the previous chapter. 

Remember from Chapter 4 that the combined stochastic 

controller is essentially an estimation technique where 

the control is treated as an unknown input of a known 

variance (in the separated stochastic controller the 

control is assumed known during estimation). The estima

tion process involves finding the estimate of the unknown 

inputs, the noise and the unknown control, thus determining 

an estimate of the state. The estimated control is then 

fed back to the plant and becomes the actual control. 

When the combined stochastic controller is applied 

1 2 to the problem at hand, both w and w , the controls of 

player 1 and player 2 respectively, are treated as unknowns 

- 1  _ 1  - 2  _ 1  with variances of (R ) and (R ) respectively. These 

unknown inputs are then added to the noise inputs u^ and 

2 —1 —2 ~ and u , with variances of (P ) and (P ) . The total 

unknown input to the plant (actually plants) is z where 

1 1 ^ 1 
z w + u 

2 2 2 
JZ w + _u 

The optimal estimate of z, is that value of z, which 

minimizes 
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J' 

where 

r ° 
= J 1/2[XTScX + zTjgz + (y-c(x))T

<S(x)(y-c(x))]dt 

0 

Q"1 

-1 -1 -1 _1 (R1) + (P1) 

0 
- 2  - 1  - 2  - 1  

(R ) + (P2) 

The combined stochastic controller equations are the result 

of this minimization and subsequent imbedding. In the 

conventional usage of the combined method, the control fed 

back to the plant is <PStJ&* Now however player 1 may 

determine only w*. Thus only the first n^ components of 

PQ x are fed back as w"*". 
—~C— 

2 The other portion of the control, w , is determined 

by player 2 in much the same manner. The only difference 

2 is that his observations are given by y . 

It is apparently much simpler to treat differential 

game problems with the combined filter than with the 

separated stochastic controller. The procedure is also 

applicable to n-person rendezvous games as before. 

5.7 Examples of Rendezvous Games 

Now that some approaches for handling differential 

games have been formulated, an obvious next step is to 

solve some problems. These problems give an indication of 

the types of problems that can be handled as well as how 
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good the methods are. In addition this is an excellent way 

to compare the different approaches. Since the stochastic 

controller equations are in the continuous form (differen

tial equations) it is tempting to use the analog computer 

in working examples. However for any non-trivial problems 

the order of the system must be at least fourth order--each 

player is moving in a plane. Also there are two estimation 

problems (two players) making eight estimates and eight 

more variables, plus the gain terms (the p's) for twenty 

more. Therefore using the combined stochastic controller 

results in 32 simultaneous differential equations to be 

solved (52 for the separated stochastic controller). In 

other words the problem is simply too large to be solved 

with the available analog computers. The only practical 

way to simulate problems is on the digital computer. The 

author has written several programs to handle a general 

type of differential game problem and has programmed many 

different kinds of problems. The Fortran program listed in 

the Appendix is one such program. This particular program 

simulates a two person rendezvous problem utilizing the 

combined stochastic controller and illustrates the essen

tial features of the other types of programs — those using 

the separated stochastic controller, or the case of perfect 

information. 

It is now possible to consider some particular 

examples. Each example is arranged in the following 
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manner. First the particular system (the combination of 

systems of both players) is defined and the initial state 

conditions picked. Next the measurement process for each 

player and the corrupting noise is defined. The problem is 

first solved as if the actual states were available to both 

players. Since the performance index is quadratic, for 

linear systems the solution is optimal. For nonlinear 

systems one is forced to use an on-line suboptimal 

technique as in Chapter 3. Next the rendezvous game with 

noise is solved using the separated stochastic controller. 

Again since the performance index is quadratic, then the 

separated procedure is optimal for linear measurements and 

white gaussian noise. In any case the control used follows 

the same control law as in the noiseless case. Finally the 

problem is solved using the combined stochastic controller 

which is always suboptimal. The numerous two dimensional 

trajectory plots resulting from each exeunple give visual 

comparisons of the relative merit of each approach. 

The results of three rendezvous examples are shown 

in Figs. 5-1 to 5-19- In all examples the noise levels, 

the initial conditions, and the player's systems are 

identical. The only difference between the examples is the 

measuring process. In Example 5-1 the measurements are all 

linear. In Example 5-2 the only information that player 1 

receives about his partner is which circle player 2 is on; 
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all other measurements are linear. Example 5-3 is 

identical to Example 5-2 except that initial guesses of 

the states are better. 

The systems for both .players are linear. Player 

l's motion in a plane is described by 

.1 x = 

-l.o -.5 

•k.O -5.0 

and player 2*s motion by 

+ w 

. 2  x = 

—.1 —1.0 

-2.0 -.5 

x. 

+ w 

Combining both systems into one, the new system is 

x = 

-1.0 -.5 0 0 X1 

- k . o  -5.0 0 0 X2 

0 0 -.1 1.0 
x3 

0 0 1 to
 

• o
 

-•5 

r 
X 

I 

+ w 

where x^ = x^, x2 = x^j x^ = x^, x^ = x^. The performance 

index is 

I = f 1/2[(X1-X2)TQ(X1-X2) + wTHw]dt 

o 
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where 

Q = 

10 0 

0 10 

R1 

0.01 0 0 0 

0 0
 

•
 
0
 

H
 

0 0 

0 0 0.01 0 

0 0 0 0.01 

Since the system is linear, the closed loop optimal control 

given by (j-k-2.) is used to control the systems. The 

resulting trajectories for perfect information is shown 

in Fig. 5-1. This is the optimal solution to all the 

examples. The resulting value of I is .83. 

Example 5-1s In this example the noisy situation 

is considered. Both players take noisy measurements on 

each other and themselves. The measurements are 

y1 = 
3 

+ v (noise) 

for player 1, and 

2 y = 
3 

xk 

+ v (noise) 

for player 2. In other words both players take linear 

measurements on all the state variables. The noise 
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X2 

1-0 -1-0 

dist = 0-1 
critn =0-83 

Pig* 5-1.--System Trajectories for Perfect Information 
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corrupting the measurements is uniformly distributed, each 

component of v and v being distributed between +_.433* 

Noise of the same variance is also used in the next two 

examples. 

The problem is solved by the two different proce

dures discussed in previous sections, the separated 

procedure and the combined procedure. The trajectories 

resulting from the application of the separated stochastic 

controller are shown in Fig. 5-2. In addition there are 

two more figures; Fig. 5-3 shows player l's estimate of the 

trajectories and Fig. 5-^ shows player 2's estimate. 

Notice that both players have very poor information about 

the initial states although not the same bad information. 

Nevertheless both players soon lock on to the true trajec

tories. The dots on the trajectories indicate periods of 

equal time. The initial bad guesses cause the vehicles to 

go in the wrong directions at first, but they soon head in 

the right directions once the estimates lock on. The value 

of the performance index is 1.31 when the vehicles are .1 

units apart. 

Next the same problem is solved with the combined 

stochastic controller. Figures 5~5 to 5-7 show the results. 

Notice that the trajectories and the estimates follow 

nearly the same pattern as before. Now however the esti

mates take slightly longer to lock on to the actual 

trajectories. This causes greater error in the initial 
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1-0 

dist =0-1 
critn =131 

Fig. 5-2.--Ex. 5-1» Trajectories Using the Separated 
Stochastic Controller 
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X2 

1 0 -

actual trajectories 

10 -1-0 

estimates of 
player 1 

- 1 0 -

Fig. 5 - 3 . --Ex. 5-l» Player l's Estimate of the Trajectories 
for the Separated Stochastic Controller 
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estimates of 
player 2 

1-0 -10 

actual trajectories 

Fig. 5-1i Player 2's Estimate of the Trajectories 
for the Separated Stochastic Controller 
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x2 

-1-0 

dist = 0-1 
critn =1-55 

Fig. 5-5.--Ex. 5-li Trajectories Using the Combined 
Stochastic Controller 
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x2 

1-0--

actual trajectories 

-1-0 

-1 *0 • • 

Fig. 5-6.--Ex. 5-1» Player l*s Estimate of the Trajectories 
for the Combined Stochastic Controller 
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X2 

1 - 0 "  

G S t i  

play 

1.0 -1.0 

-1-0-

Fig. 5-7---Ex. 5-1, Player 2's Estimate of the Trajectories 
for the Combined Stochastic Controller 
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start of the vehicles and hence the final value of I is 

1.55) which is not much larger than before. 

Example 5-2: The problem of the previous example 

is treated with a nonlinear measurement process on the 

part of player 1. The measurements are 

-2[x3tx4"l] 

• V (noise) 

for player 1. With these observations player 1 can 

determine only that player 2 is on some particular circle. 

He has no way of knowing where player 2 is on this circle. 

Player 2's measurements are linear as in Example 5-1 • 

2 y. = + V (noise) 

The results of this problem for the separated stochastic 

controller are shown in Figs. 5-8 "to 5-10; the actual 

trajectories are plotted in Fig. 5-8. Notice that there 

is little difference in player 2's behavior except that he 

has a longer distance to travel. Player 1 however is much 

more hesitant before heading in the right direction. 

Figure 5-9 shows that player 1 locks on to his own trajec

tory in short order as before. Close examination of player 
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x2 

1 0  

Fig. 5-8.--Ex. 5-2, Trajectories Using the Separated 
Stochastic Controller 
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10 

actual 

e/sti mates 
player/1 

-1-0 

Fig. 5-9*—Ex- 5-2, Player l*a Estimate of the Trajectories 
for the Separated Stochastic Controller 
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10 -10 

actual 
trajcctorics 

-1-0--

Fig. 5-10*--Ex. 5-2, Player 2's Estimate of the 
Trajectories for the Separated 

Stochastic Controller 
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2's actual trajectory and player l's estimate of it, shows 

that the estimate does indeed follow the correct circle. 

The circles on Figs. 5-9 and 5-10 are drawn to help in this 

observation. Unfortunately player 2 is on the opposite 

side of the circle from the estimate and thus explains 

player l's sluggishness. Even so the final value of the 

performance index is 1.79) not significantly worse than 

before when both players had linear measurements. This 

illustrates the fact that it is only necessary for one 

player to have an accurate observation process.. The other 

player need only have a general idea of his partner's 

position. 

Next the same problem is solved with the combined 

stochastic controller and the results are shown in Figs. 

5-11 to 5-13* Again the results closely parallel those of 

the separated stochastic controller, except that player 1 

takes more time to head in the correct direction. The 

value of the criterion at a distance of 0.1 units is 2.13 

which is only 19% greater than the value resulting from the 

separated stochastic controller. 
$ 

Example 5-3t This example is identical to the 

previous example except the initial estimates by both 

players of the state is much better than before. It is 

expected that the results should improve and from Figs. 

5-1^ to 5-19» it is seen that they do. Figures to 
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1 0  

-ro 

-ro 

Pig* 5-11•—Ex. 5-2, Trajectories Using the Combined 
Stochastic Controller 
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x2 

1-0 

ctual ̂ fefajec tor 

-1-0 

player 1 

Fig. 5-12.—Ex. 5-2, Player l's Estimate of the 
Trajectories for the Combined 

Stochastic Controller 
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x2 

estimates of 
player 2 i 

-1-0 1-0 
actual 
^ trajectories 

Fig* 5-13»--Ex. 5-2, Player 2's Estimate of the 
Trajectories for the Combined 

Stochastic Controller 



Fig. 5-14.—Ex. 5-3, Trajectories Using the Separated Stochastic Controller 

1 



to 
Fig. 5-15*—E*« 5-3i Player l's Estimate of the Trajectories for the © 

Separated Stochastic Controller 



actual 
trajectories 10 -10 

Fig. 5-16.--Ex. 5-3» Player 2's Estimate of the 
Trajectories for the Separated 

Stochastic Controller 



Fig. 5-17*—Ex. 5-3» Trajectories Using tha Combined Stochastic Controller ® 



1-0 

actual trajcctorics 

1-0 

-1-0 

Fig. 5-18.--Ex. 5-3? Player l's Estimate of the Trajectories for the 
Combined Stochastic Controller 



estimates of 
player 2 

actual trajectories 

-to to 

-to-

Fifi* 5-19•—Ex. 5-3» Player 2's Estimate of the 
Trajectories for the Combined 

Stochastic Controller 
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5-16 record the behavior of the separated stochastic 

controller on the system. The final value of the per

formance index is O.85 which corresponds very favorably 

with the optimum value of O.83. The results of the 

application of the combined stochastic controller are 

given in Figs. 5-17 to 5-19* The value of the performance 

index is higher in this case, being 1.10 or almost 30% 

greater than that of the separated stochastic controller. 

In general however, the trajectories and estimates 

for the two different methods have much the same form. One 

observation is that when the measurements are linear, the 

estimates do not lock on until the end of the trajectory. 

1 2 
This indicates that the initial value of P (0) and P (0) 

should have been made more negative. The diagonal terms of 

these matrices are set at -5-

S.ince player 1 can only tell which circle player 2 

is on, from his measurements, his estimate of player 2 is 

poor for both stochastic controllers. Notice from Figs. 

5-15 and 5-18 that player l's estimate follows the correct 

circle but the wrong point on the circle. 

In these examples the combined stochastic controller 

is seen to be somewhat inferior to the separated stochastic 

controller with respect to the final value of the per

formance index. However the combined stochastic controller 

has the advantage of being easier to implement than the 

separated stochastic controller, with only a small sacrifice 
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in performance. The problem of incomplete state informa

tion, measurements which do not specify a unique point, is 

minimized here since there are two players trying to force 

rendezvous instead of one. Thus only one player need have 

a sophisticated observation system. 

5.8 The Pursuit and Evasion Game 

This section is concerned with the other type of 

vehicle game, the pursuit and evasion game. While the 

differences between this and the rendezvous game are 

slight, the results are drastic. As shall be shown, the 

combined procedure is not applicable to two person games 

where the players are uncooperative. The results should be 

most satisfying to all peace lovers. In contrast the 

separated procedure still works with only a slight modifi

cation—a sign change. 

The section is organized in the following manner. 

First the optimal control is found with the assumption of 

perfect information. Next noise is added to the measure

ments and the resulting stochastic control problem is 

treated with the separated procedure and then the combined 

procedure. The combined procedure is shown to fail in 

general for the pursuit and evasion game. The chapter is 

concluded with an example of a pursuit and evasion game, 

treated first for perfect information and then by the 

separated procedure for imperfect information. 
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In the pursuit and evasion game the two players are 

uncooperative; one player is trying to join the two 

vehicles while the other is trying to separate them. While 

the objectives of the two players are different, their 

actions are still dictated by the same performance index. 

T 
T f i/ol'/ 1 2 / 1 2v 1T

51 1 2T
b2 2*1 I = I 1/2 (x -x ) Q(x -x J + w Rw - w R*t I dt i ' L v w —• ,— —• .— —• —• —• j 

0 

Player 1 (designated the pursuer) generates w^ to minimize 

I; i.e., he wishes to minimize the distance between himself 

and player 2 while using the minimum amount of control 

himself; he also acts under the assumption that player 2 

must use the maximum amount of control. Player 2, the 

pursued, on the other hand tries to maximize I by making 

the distance between himself and player 1 as large as 

possible. In doing this he tries to use the minimum amount 

of control while forcing his opponent to use a maximum 

amount. The objectives of the two antagonists are obviously 

conflicting. The optimal value of I is a minimax or maximin 

12 12 
solution. Since w and w are separated from x and x , the 

^ a/ ^ 

minimax solution equals the maximin solution. 

The optimal solution to this problem (assuming 

perfect information) follows the same approach used in 

solving the rendezvous problem. The two different systems 

representing the players are combined into a single system 
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x = a(x,t) + w 

exactly as in (5-2-1). It is desired to control this 

system so that its behavior is a aiinimax solution to I, the 

performance index. The performance index with the change 

of variables becomes 

i = / 1/2[iSTSc^ + ^T%]dt 

where Q, is the same as before. R however is different 

R = 

R1 0 

-R2 

The problem now is to find w so that I is minimaxed. From 

here on the problem is treated exactly as the optimal 

problem in Chapter 3* Since the performance index is 

quadratic then the closed-loop optimal control given by 

(3-^-2) applies if the system is linear. If not, then a 

suboptimal process such as that given by (3-5-1) is used. 

It is interesting and at first surprising that the tech

niques used in Chapter 3 for the minimization problem also 

work in the minimax problem. Notice however that in 

utilizing Pontryagin's principle to solve the optimization 

— 3 H 
problem, the optimal control satisfies = 0 for all 

i » 1, ..., n. This is a necessary condition for minimiza

tion but not a sufficient one. In other words the resulting 
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control is an extremal control and not necessarily one that 

minimizes or maximizes. 

When noise enters the problem and the players are 

uncertain of the states, then the differential game is a 

stochastic estimation and control problem for both players. 

The methods for handling this problem are exactly as 

before; two suboptimal procedures are used, the separated 

stochastic controller and the combined stochastic con

troller. In the separated stochastic controller the 

control law is the same as that generated for the case of 

perfect information. The control law is the same for each 

player, the only difference being that player 1 uses his 

estimates in place of the actual states and player 2 uses 

his estimates. The estimates are found via the invariant 

imbedding estimator. Evidently the separated procedure is 

the same for the rendezvous game and the pursuit and 

evasion game. 

Unfortunately the combined procedure cannot be 

applied to the pursuit and evasion game. The reason is 

that the players are uncooperative; i.e., one portion of 

the control is trying to minimize I while the other portion 

tries to maximize. There is no difficulty in applying the 

combined procedure if both players are trying to minimize 

or both are trying to maximize. In using the combined 

procedure all of the control must have the same objective, 

and the pursuit and evasion game falls outside this area. 
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The above statements are best justified by examin

ing the problem from the combined estimation point of view— 

the controlling inputs are considered as unknowns which 

must be estimated. The unknown inputs w, and the input 

noise u are added to form jz. The problem then is to find 

the value of z such that I' is minimized. 

T /° 
l/2^zTgz + (y-c(x) ( y - c ^ ( x )  )] dt 

0 

Remember that Q is the variance of z. As additional 

information it is assumed that z is trying to minimize or 

maximize I (actually only w is attempting this). 

T 
f° 

I = J  L(x)dt 

0 

If jz minimizes I, then the new performance index is 

formed. 

T 
r  °  

J, = I f L(x) + 1/2ztQz + l/2(y-c(x))TS(x)(y-c(x))] dt 

o 

The problem now is to find z such that J, is minimized. 
A' 1 

If jz maximizes I, then the new performance index 

becomes 
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T 
r ° 

J 0 = I [-L(x) + l/2zTQz + l/2(y-c(x))^S(x)(y-c(x))]dt 

0 

The problem is to find jz such that J2 is minimized. 

Suppose now that part of jz minimizes I while the 

other part maximizes. What is the new performance index? 

The maximization or minimization was determined before by 

the sign of L(x). To perform a minimax of I, L(x) must 

appear as positive and negative simultaneously to different 

elements of z; i.e., L(x) must be positive relative to the 

control trying to minimize I and negative relative to the 

portion trying to maximize I. Since the sign of L(x) is 

consistent, either positive or negative, the sign relation-

_ _ 
ship between L(x) and l/2z j^z must be determined by Q^. If 

Q is diagonal then the sign of q.. determines whether z. 
~ XI 1 

maximizes or minimizes I. However for estimation purposes 

all of the elements, of ̂  must be positive so that I* is 

minimized. If any of diagonal terms of are negative then 

the stochastic controller cannot estimate; the control 

attempts to minimize I alright, but the estimate diverges 

from the correct value. On the other hand if Q is set for 

estimation, the control cannot behave properly. The con

clusion is that as formulated the combined stochastic 

controller is not applicable to pursuit and evasion games 

or any game where the players are uncooperative. 
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The chapter ends with an example of a pursuit and 

evasion game which was simulated on the digital computer. 

The systems for the two players and the measurements made 

by the two players are the same as in Example 5-1* Now the 

performance index is 

T 

I = f 1/2 [(x1-x2)TQ(x1-x2) + wTRwldt 

o 

where 

Q = 

10 0 

0 10 

R = 

0.001 0 0 0 

0 0.001 0 0 

0 0 -0.001 0 

0 0 0 -0.001 

The terminal time is fixed at T = 0.02 seconds. The 

objective of player 1 is to minimize I, to make the 

distance between the two players as small as possible. 

Player 1 is the pursuer. The objective of player 2, the 

pursued, is to maximize I, to evade player 1 and maximize 

the distance between the two. Since the terminal time is 

finite then the feedback coefficients are not constants but 

change with time so that at t = 0.02, the control is zero. 

The optimal solution to the problem for perfect information 

is shown in Fig. 5-20. As might have been expected, the 

optimum strategies are for the pursued to travel in a 

straight line away from his pursuer. The pursuer follows 
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start 
dist =0-71 

<D pursuer 

-10 1-0 

criterion =0-18 stop 
dist = 071 

pursued 

Fig* 5-20.--Optimum Trajectories for a Pursuit and 
Evasion Differential Game 
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in a straight line. Since the constraints on the control 

are the same for both players, the distance at the start 

of the chase is the same at the end, 0.71 units. 

When the players can take only noisy linear measure

ments of the state then the separated stochastic controller 

is used to control the player's response. The results are 

shown in Figs. 5-21 to 5-23• Since the initial information 

about the actual state is not perfect, the resulting 

trajectories are not straight lines. The deviation from 

the optimum case is slight however, as the performance index 

is still at 0.l8. In this problem player 1, the pursuer, 

gains slightly on his opponent as the distance decreases 

from 0.71 to 0.59• 

The conclusions to be drawn from this example are 

that the separated stochastic controller can indeed solve 

the pursuit and evasion problem with noisy measurements. 

In the next chapter the important results of the thesis 

are reviewed and some suggestions for future research are 

offered. 
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x2 

start 
dist = 0-71 

1-0-

pursuer 

1-0 -10 

criterion = 0-18 stop 
dist=0-59 

pursued 

-10-

Fig. 5-21.--Actual Trajectory for Pursuit and Evasion 
Game Using the Separated Stochastic Controller 
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player 1's 
estimate of 
himself 

1 0 - -

actual 
trajectories 

player 1's 
estimate of 
player 2 s 

10 

Pis* 5"~22.-—Estimates of Player 1 for the Pursuit and 
Evasion Game Using the Separated 

Stochastic Controller 
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tO-

actual 

X/ player 2's 
estimate of 
player 1 

-to 

player 2's 
-estimate of 

himself 

Fig. 5-23•--Estimates of Player 2 for the Pursuit and 
Evasion Game Using the Separated 

Stochastic Controller 



CHAPTER 6 

SUMMARY AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

6.1 Summary 

The subject of this thesis is the stochastic or 

combined estimation and control problem. The stochastic 

control problem is; given a plant with some unknown inputs, 

noisy measurements on the state of the plant, and a per

formance criterion, what is the optimum way to control the 

plant? Or, more practically, how is this control found? 

The thesis investigates two suboptimal approaches 

to the problem, designated the separated stochastic 

controller and the combined stochastic controller. The 

former method treats the problem by breaking it up into two 

problems, a deterministic optimal control problem and an 

estimation problem. The control to the system is then 

generated by the optimal closed-loop controller operating 

on the output of the estimator. In the case of a nonlinear 

system or non-quadratic performance index a suboptimal 

controller is used. This controller is developed in 

Chapter 3« Chapters 2 and 3 are concerned with the 

development of the estimator and the controller. In 

general this method is suboptimal except under the condi

tions noted by Kalman. 

221 
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The main contribution of the thesis is the develop

ment of the combined stochastic controller. In this 

method the estimation and control is performed in one 

operation. As a result the control is dependent on the 

estimation process as well as the original performance 

index. The resulting control drives the plant towards its 

goal along a path which is good for estimation purposes. 

Furthermore the control from the combined stochastic 

controller is specified by only half as many differential 

equations as the control generated by the separated 

stochastic controller. 

The separated and combined stochastic controllers 

are compared by several examples which were simulated on a 

digital computer. The combined stochastic controller is 

seen to be generally inferior in performance to the 

separated stochastic controller when the measurements are 

linear or the initial guess of the state is poor. The 

reason for the latter is that the combined stochastic 

controller generates the control on the basis of x and 

c(x). If ̂  is not a good representation of x then the 

control does not move x along a path where estimation is 

good. In fact as seen in an example x may be driven into 

a region where estimation is poorer. On the other hand if 

the measurements are nonlinear and x is already a good 

representation of x then the combined stochastic controller 
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can do a better job of estimation than the separated 

stochastic controller. 

The operation of the combined stochastic controller 

is such that the control tends to keep x, in a region where 

CA(X) is large. If x — x then c (x) is also large and 
x — — — x--* 

estimation is good. Regions where C£(j$) is larger than 

elsewhere occur only when the measurements are nonlinear. 

Thus the combined stochastic controller can improve 

estimation only if the measurements are nonlinear. Still 

the combined stochastic controller attempts to improve 

estimation in the linear case by slowing the trajectory. 

The result is a higher value for the performance index with 

no improvement in estimation. 

The separated stochastic controller ignores the 

estimation process in the generation of its control. It is 

not penalized (estimation-wise) when the measurements are 

linear because all regions of the state space are equally 

good for estimation. However when the measurements are 

nonlinear and there are good and bad regions of estimation, 

the separated stochastic controller may drive the state out 

of a good region and into a poor one. 

An interesting application of the combined and 

separated stochastic controllers is to the differential 

game with imperfect or noisy information. The type of game 

considered is similar to the problem treated by Isaacs 

except that here the states of the players are not perfectly 
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known. Essentially the solution to an n-person game is 

equivalent to solving n different combined estimation and 

control problems — each player is concerned with one of the 

solutions. The n different problems are indirectly 

connected since they are all concerned with the same system. 

Unfortunately the combined stochastic controller is 

applicable only to games where the players are cooperating. 

This is no limitation in the usual stochastic problem where 

all components of the control vector have the same objec

tive. In the non-cooperating game different portions of 

the control vector have different and conflicting objec

tives and thus the combined stochastic controller fails. 

6.2 Suggestions for Future Research 

This thesis is not meant to be the final exhaustive 

study of the stochastic control problem. Despite the bulk 

of the thesis many interesting problems remain, some of 

which may have suggested themselves already to the reader. 

In any event, some of the areas for future work which have 

occurred to the author are listed in the following para

graphs . 

Perhaps the most disappointing result in the thesis 

was the fact that the combined stochastic controller is 

applicable only to differential games with cooperating 

players. It may be possible to eliminate this restriction 

by considering a new performance index with more terms. 
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The author has tried a new performance index where each 

player takes into account the measuring process of his 

opponent as well as his own. So far the author has had no 

success• 

Chapter 5 was concerned with one type of differen

tial game, the so-called vehicle game. It might be 

interesting to consider different types of differential 

games. One such game is the noise jamming problem. In 

this problem one player generates the measurement noise 

which affects the estimating ability of the other player. 

The objective is of course to generate the worst possible 

noise. 

One type of noise which is ignored in the thesis 

is noise which is dependent on the level of the control to 

the plant. This is a most practical and interesting 

problem. For instance the noise generated by a submarine 

is proportional to the amount of control applied to the 

boat. 

The application of the combined stochastic con

troller is limited to problems where the control is 

unbounded and constrained by the integral of a quadratic 

form. Perhaps a new formulation can extend its usefulness 

to magnitude constrained control as well. 

All of the estimation and control examples which 

use the combined and separated stochastic controllers have 

a plant which is completely determined. However the theory 
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is equally applicable to plants which have unknown and 

time-varying parameters. An investigation should be made 

of the effectiveness of the two types of controllers in 

treating this type of problem. 

The separated stochastic controller and the 

combined stochastic controller, as they now exist, treat 

the case of nonlinear measurements or systems with a 

linearized approximation about the present estimate. This 

is because in the development of the controllers the Taylor 

series expansion was truncated after two terms. Thus the 

present stochastic controllers are really linearized 

versions of much more complicated nonlinear stochastic 

controllers. If one or more terms are added to the Taylor 

series then the resulting stochastic controllers should be 

more accurate for nonlinear systems. It is purely guess

work to say at this point if the resulting increase in 

accuracy is worth the additional complexity. 

In Section 4.5 the combined stochastic controller 

was investigated from a geometrical viewpoint. In this 

discussion it seemed that the stochastic controller should 

generate forcing terms which would drive x and (and thus 

25) along the gradient of V(x>3j) towards the minimum of 

V(x,y). Instead the stochastic controller operates on the 

intersection of V(x,y) and the hyperplane defined by y to 

drive x towards the minimum of this subsurface. The value 

of y is changed in an indirect fashion so that the result 
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is still to drive x and y towards the minimum of V(x,y). 

An alternate to the present combined stochastic controller 

might be possible along the lines which were suggested as 

the intuitive way that it should act. In other words the 

new stochastic controller would generate driving terms for 

x and y which force them in the direction of the gradient 

of V"Cx,yJ. If it is possible to find such a method then it 

should be superior to the present combined stochastic 

controller. 

Finally it may be possible that there is an optimal 

choice of state variables for the combined stochastic 

controller. This is suggested by the results in Chapter 3* 

Here the suboptimal on-line controller was seen to give a 

control law identical to that of the optimal control under 

certain conditions. These conditions were that Q and P, be 

of the form cJC, where T is the identity matrix, and that 

T 
A = A If the first two conditions are satisfied and the 

last condition is met by the correct choice of state 

variables, then the suboptimal control gives an optimal 

answer for linear systems. Since the control for the 

combined stochastic controller is found in much the same 

way (the end-condition is imbedded), then perhaps an optimal 

choice of state variables also exists for the combined 

stochastic controller. 



APPENDIX A 

FLOW CHART AND EXPLANATION OF THE 
FORTRAN PROGRAM 

This appendix contains a flow chart which illus

trates the basic operation of the similation program for 

the two person rendezvous differential game using the 

combined stochastic controller. While this flow chart is 

not meant to be a complete description it shows the basic 

operation of the main program. The flow chart along with 

the complete listing given in Appendix B should enable one 

to understand the operation of the program. The particular 

program which is listed is the one used to solve example 1 

of Chapter 5« 

The entire program is composed of five subroutines, 

two function subprograms, and the main program. The main 

program is illustrated in the flow chart. It is respon

sible for the usual input and output information transfers 

and also performs numerical integration of differential 

equations with a fourth order Runge-Kutta technique. This 

process is imbedded in a loop; once through the loop 

indicates one step forward in time by an increment DT. The 

process is terminated when the stopping conditions are 

satisfied. The differential equations to be integrated 

forward in time are the filter equations, the equations for 

228 
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the estimates, and of course the system equations. The 

value of these differential equations is calculated at 

various points in the main program for different values of 

2 A! 2 1 
x, x , x , P , P which are referred to as x in the flow 

chart. The value of these differential equations is given 

by F in the flow chart. 

The calculation of _F is done by calling five sub

routines, TYPEl, TYPE2, SYSTM, ESTMT, and FLTER. The sub

routines FLTER and ESTMT are each called twice, once for 

player 1 and once for player 2. The latter three sub

routines, ESTMT, FLTER, and SYSTM contain the differential 

12 X 2 
equations which determine x ' , ̂P ' , and 35 respectively. 

When any one of these subroutines is called then the value 

of x (or P^'^, or x^"'^) is calculated for the present 

condition of x^'^, P^" * ̂ , and x (x on the flow chart). 
— ' ' —' —N 

The form of these subroutines is fixed no matter 

what kind of system or measurement is used. Measurement 

nonlinearities are specified in the TYPE subroutines. 

TYPEl refers to player 1 and TYPE2 refers to player 2. 

These programs are always called to set the current values 

of the measurements before any other subroutines are called. 

To use this program in the simulation of a 

rendezvous game, it is necessary to specify the initial 

X 2 X 2 
conditions such as sc(0) , !& ' (0) , V ' (0) and performance 

index weighting terms with the data cards. The measure

ment nonlinearities must be specified in the TYPEl and 
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TYPE2 subroutines. Not only is it necessary to specify the 

measurements as a function of x;, but also their first and 

second derivatives if they are not zero. In the Fortran 

program the measurements are referred to as C, where C is 

an n vector (usually C is written out and does not appear 

explicitly). The derivative of the first component of C 

with respect to x0 is C (l) and is coded in the program as 
4 x2 

CX(l,2). The derivative of C (l) with respect to x,, is 
x2 J  

coded as C1XX(2,3)« 

As an additional task TYPE1 and TYPE2 generate the 

measurement noise, SNSE, by calling the noise function 

subprograms. The actual inverse of the noise variance is 

specified by SS although the player guesses it as being S. 

The first and second derivatives of V are also 

specified in the TYPE subroutines, where 

T 

I = J [v(x) + wTPw]dt 

0 

is the performance index to be minimized. 

Additional symbol codes which may be helpful to the 

reader are XEST1 for x*", X for x, PI for P^", U for w, Y1 

for (y^-c^(x^)), DIST for distance, and CRITN for criterion. 
A/ *** 

This program is set up to handle only linear 

systems although it is relatively simple to modify it for 

nonlinear systems. The coefficients of the linear system 

are specified with the data cards. 
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Obviously if the measurement process is a very 

complicated nonlinearity, then there is much to specify in 

TYPE1 and TYPE2. It is much preferable however to replace 

these subroutines for different problems than to rewrite a 

specialized computer program each time. The program as it 

now stands offers enormous flexibility and speed for 

changing from one type of problem to another. In fact the 

kind of problem that can be run depends only on one's 

imagination. 
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